Introducing something very special for the Year 2000
The Mew ETE1000MP MARK• from NS and

YAE S U

200 watts DC Output
■

Class A operation at full 75
Watts - first in an Amateur
Transceiver, offering the
cleanest purest form of RF on
the bands today.

■

Enhanced DSP operation
Variable RF Front End Filter,
using a specially designed
Yaesu Hi-Q input preselector

■

Interlocked Digital Bandwidth
Tracking System

■

455kHz IF Notch filter

III Digital SSB microphone

Elite-Class HF Transceiver Design Milestone
For those of you that have been patiently waiting the arrival of a new
H.F. Flagship, the new FT-1000MP MKV is the answer to your prayers.

T

May's HF Transceivers do not simply listen to signals at a level of 1
microvolt or less. The Amateur Bands, especially during contest or pileup conditions, are jammed with local and DX stations that may present a
Volt or more each to a receiver's front-end. Moreover, the commercial broadcast
bands, especially in the 6-10MHz range, are full of 500kW stations creating a
hostile environment for a receiver. And multi-operator contest groups may run
six stations simultaneously, with antennas in close proximity, causing many
Volts of energy to impinge on the early stages of a receiver. This is an environment for a serious radio:

The new Mark V FT-1000MP

equaliser
■

Dual Receive with
independent AGC systems

■

10 pole Collins 455kHz filters
available

■

Superbly crafted large Tuning

■ The new Mark V should be available around September or October this year.
■ To reserve one from your favourite Yaesu dealer call 020 8 566 1120 today.
IIII To get a full colour brochure on the product either visit the web site www.hamradio.co.uk or call the sales desk.

r

Call now
0208e 5,66f0 le

dial and improved front panel
layout

!

MARTIN LYNCH & SONS

140.142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W13 95B

■ FAX: 0208 566 1207 ■ WEB SITE: WWW. www.hamradioa.uk ■

sales@MLandS.co.uk
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160, 80, 40 mtrs
with tuner (not supplied)
26.7 mtrs (87.6 ft)
13kg (28.61b) (without base)
1815 to 1900kHz < 2.1
Kevlar ropes (2mm) 3 points
3 pieces, zinc plated

Feeding

5kW PEP
Not included
Type A
6.1 metres (204)
6m (19.71t)
• 160m: electrically via loading coil or
Tuning Unit (both additionally available
• 160m, 80m, 40m: Tuning Unit available
with relays switching (5kW available)

V8OS

V805
BASE MOUNT
SUPPLIED

Delivery
includes:
• Antenna,
complete
• 100m (328ft)
Kevlar rope 2mm
• 6 aluminium rope
ratchets
• 3 guy anchors

Bands

160, 80, 40 mtrs with tuner (not

Height
Weight
VSWR

supplied)
20.5 mtrs (67.3 ft)
10.5kg (23.1Ib) (without base)
3.5 to 3.8MHz < 1.8 to 1 (no switching
between SSB/CW necessary)

Guying
Guy Anchors
Power handling
Radials
Antenna Base
Shipping length
Max tube length
Feeding

VERTICALS
are a MUST tor every
Lowbald.
SERIOUS DXpe cIiiton
Operator or

TITANEX

Kevlar ropes (2mm) 3 points
3 pieces, zinc plated
5kW PEP
Not included
Type A
6.1 metres (2041
6m (19.7n)
• 80m . Direct via coax cable (500)
• 80m, 40m: Tuning Unit available for
5kW (not included
• 160m, 80m, 40m: Tuning Unit
available with relays switching 2kW
(160m: 1.5kW PEP) (not included)

IDELS ARE IN STOCK AT OUR PORTSMOUTH
OUSE - READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
POST DATED

023 92 313090

NEVADA

:REST FREE! 1111
itzherbert Spur • Farlington • Portsmouth • Hants • P06 ITT

Kenwood's TS - 870S gives you something called
Communications System.

an intelligent Digital Enhanced

and it'll
Or to put it another way, you can talk to someone halfway round the world
feel like they're in the room with you.

If you've never tried a digital HF transceiver before, you won't believe just how well
the TS-8705 can find a signal that's almost buried in noise. And because it's made
by Kenwood, reliability can be taken for granted, too.
Features? High frequency DSP for post-IF signal processing, high-speed PC control,
automatic antenna tuner, a built-in KI LogiKey fora full range of 4CW operations
features, 100 memory channels...and that's just a taste. Your nearest dealer has the full
specification:
Best of all, the TS-870S gives you all this at a price that's amazing value. So you can
talk to the world without getting any interference. Even from your bank manager.
For more infortnation

on the TS-870S phone 01923 212044.

K_ENWOO
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NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply

CONTENTS
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GENERAL TOPICS
CLIPPERTON 2000 — THE STORY
WHITE ROCK — 2000 N6JV/P
WASINI ISLAND EXPEDITION — 5Z4WI
DXCC HONOR ROLL - MOBILE
ABOKWA ISLAND 2000
Yaesu is proud to announce the new QUADRA SYSTEM H.F.+ 6-Meter Amplifier.
This new Amplifier is in a class by itself with state-of-the-art features such as a

M2000A — AMATEUR RADIO INTO THE MILLENNIUM
MCOCDX DXPEDITION TO ST TUDWAL'S ISLANDS

full 1KW power output, Multi-Function Omni-Glow LCD Display, 4 Antenna Outputs

SUMMER ISLES EXPEDITION MMOBQI/P

and 2 Antenna Inputs. This new QUADRA SYSTEM Amplifier is designed to match and
compliment the FT-1000/D, FT-1000MP and FT-920 HF radios.

A CW DXPEDITION TO WALLIS

These exciting new Amplifiers are now available through your authorised

THE BIG SOUTH PACIFIC CRUISE
IOTA CORNER

Yaesu Dealers.

SWL NEWS

FEATURES
•

i 000 WATTS POWER OUTPUT @ 220 VAC (500 WATTS ON 6-METERS)

•

TX Range: 160 — 10 / 6 Meter Amateur Bands

•

Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The World's First Panoramic MR Monitor

•

Automatic System Monitoring with VSWR Protection

•

Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ Multi-Band Memory

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier Installations

CDXC GOODS

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation

•

Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat

•

Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-I000MP, FT-920,
FT-990, FT-900C/AT

•

Size: (each) 410 W x 135 H x 410 D mm \(16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-1000 and the VP-1000

Please note: VL-I000 and VP-1000 are not sold separately.

YAM SIT
Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park. Winnall Close, Winchester,
Hampshire 5023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.
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DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 20 AUGUST
CHILTERN DX CLUB - The UK DX Foundation - Aims and Objectives
"The aims of the Club are to promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the
issue of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate".

Membership: Full details of membership are available from the Club Secretary (address above).
Subscriptions: The annual subscription is currently set at £12.00 for UK members, and £17.00 for

overseas members. The subscription for new members joining between 1st January and 30th June is 50%
of the annual subscription. Subscriptions become due on July 1st in each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer (address above).
Digest: This Digest is published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the Digest
Editor address above) by the published deadline. Please note that opinions expressed in the Digest are
not necessarily those of the Editor or of the Committee.

CDXC Web site:

http://www.CDXC.org.uk

£43.50
£56.50
£65.50
£56.50
£69.50
£48.50
£59.50
£47.50
£73.50
£29.50
£15.00
£27.90

Feeders, cable, connectors
RG213 Mil spec (/m)
RG58stranded core(/m)
RG174 miniature (/m)
450 ohm slotted twin
300 ohm slotted twin
75 ohm twin (400Watts)
16swg H/D copper (/m)
Polyprop egg insulator
Ribbed poly. Insulator
Dipole centre box
Dipole centre "T" piece
PL259 for RG213
PL259/6 for RG58
S0239 in line socket
BNC 50ohm plug RG58
N plug 50ohm RG213
" " " rt. Angled
N plug 50ohm RG58
PL259/PL259 lm lead

£99.95

(Ns and BNC have captive pins-mostly
Greenpar Macom)

G3TUX
The QRP Component Co.

01428 661501
PO Box 88,

g3tuxaaol.com

Haslemere, GU27 2RF

Keys and Keyers

R A Kent
Pump kit
Pump assembled
KT1 "pro" pump
Twin paddle kit
"
" assembled
Single paddle kit
"
" assembled
EK4 iambic keyer
EK4M memo keyer
EK4 memory upgrade
Iambic keyer kit
Touch twin keyer kit

Swedish Pump Key
Pederson DK1000

Bencher
BY1 twin (black base)
BY2 twin (chrome)
ST1 single (black)
ST2 single (chrome)

8 pin mic plug
8 pin mic line receptacle
8 pin mic lm extn. lead
RJ45 plug
RJ45 plug (CAT 5)
2.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm stereo j. plug
3.5mm stereo scmd jp
'A" mono jack plug
'A" stereo jack plug
'A" mono scmd j. plug
'A" stereo scmd j. plug
Adaptor 'A" to 3.5 stereo
Adaptor 3.5 to 'A" stereo
Adaptor 'A" to phone
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 3.5
Combiner 2x 'A" to 1/4"
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 'A"

£79.95
£89.95
£79.95
£89.95

Logikey

IC3 keyer
Superkeyer 3 kit

£129.95
£59.95

Samson
£39.95
ETM SQ twin paddle
ETM9C X3 keyer - with built
£129.95
in paddles
ETM9C X3 fitted with Schurr
£199.95
Paddles
ETM9COG X3 keyer without
£109.95
Paddles
NB Samson ETM9 keyers use the SK3 chip

Schurr
Profi twin paddle
Portabel "midi" twin
Twin mechanism without
Base
Twin mechanism for ETM
Keyers (ETM5 on)
Pump mahogany base

£129.95
£119.95

£1.50
£2.50
£8.50
£0.25
£0.50
£0.20
£0.25
£0.60
£0.85
£0.65
£0.75
£0.95
£1.25

£0.95
£0.95
£1.25
£1.40
£1.50
£1.50

(combiners/adaptors are stereo)

lm key/paddle leads 2+screen
-3.5mm screened plug
£3.50
£3.75
-1/4" screened plug
Red/Black twin power cables
£0.55/m
8 Amp £0.35 20Amp
VAT included - P&P extra

£74.95
£79.95
£139.95

Spares for keys stocked and repairs undertaken
2

£0.75
£0.35
£0.40
£0.70
£0.65
£0.30
£0.25
£0.60
£0.75
£3.25
£3.00
£0.65
£0.65
£1.95
£1.50
£1.95
£2.50
£1.95
£3.50
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CDXC GOODS

CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
To supplement input from sponsored
operations and from our membership, I add
other snippets which may be of interest,
especially now that RSGB's DX News
Magazine (which was associated with DX
News Sheet) is no longer published. Of
course, you may well have seen some of the
material before, but hopefully you find at
least some of it to be of interest. It's a tricky
one; I know that a high percentage of
amateurs (and probably an even higher
percentage of CDXC members) have
Internet access, but even so you may not be
able to keep on top of all possible sources.

EDITORIAL
The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.
PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel
CDXC logo. As this item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at
the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.
KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.
RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio
correspondence.
REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP BADGE
Replacement membership badges can be provided on request in the event of loss or
change of call sign. As the engraving of badges is normally undertaken in batches,
delivery may extend to a number of weeks.
PRICING
Paperweight:
Key Fob:
Rubber Stamp:
Replacement Badge:

£2.50
£1.50
£5.00
£2.50

not available mail order
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK
bank. No foreign cheques please. Send your payment to:

Don Field, G3XTT

Unfortunately I wasn't be able to make the
AGM this year as it coincided with a big
end-of-year event at my son's school.
However, I do hope to work many of you in
the IOTA Contest in which I will be joining
the GU8D gang from the Guernsey ARS
station.
This Digest will probably arrive a little too
late for the IARU Contest, but suffice to say
that the WRTC event which runs alongside
IARU appears to have been extremely well
organised and publicised, and there are
plenty of opportunities to work the WRTC
stations and gain a range of awards (see
QRZ Contest in last Digest), even if you are
not a hardened contester. It should be a lot
of fun.
The other spur to our operating is the
introduction of some 58 new IOTA groups,
linked with the publication of the new
Directory. I am currently in a state of utter
confusion as to which old groups (of those
which have been split) I need to rework or
resubmit for credit, but I dare say all will
become clear in due course!

As it happens, I'm very pleased this time to
have a number of interesting items, and have
even had to carry over a couple of articles
until the next issue, due to shortage of space.
Two of the IOTA articles (White Rock and
Abokwa) remind us that DXpeditions aren't
always plain sailing. I have also included
one humorous piece which was drawn to my
attention by one of our members. I hope it
brings a smile to your faces. And a warm
welcome back to Bob Treacher and his SWL
column. Bob, of course, has been up to his
ears with the fabulous M2000A operation,
and an article about that operation appears in
this Digest. And, of course, many
congratulations to Alan G4NXG for
achieving Honor Roll from his mobile
operations. Thanks too for all the other
contributions.

Digest Content
Barry Cooper, G4RKO
9 Fieldfare
Sandy
Beds
SG19 2UZ
UK

Following the publication of the last Digest,
one of our members took exception to the
tone and the length of the KH2D piece on
List Lizards. I included the article to give us
an opportunity to recognise some of our
habits and to laugh at ourselves. I know that
several members did indeed see the funny
side, and enjoyed the piece.
Of course, when putting together a magazine
like this and relying on voluntary
contributions (plus the occasional armtwisting!), the editorial balance will
inevitably depend to a large extent on the
material that comes to hand.

58

Photos

Neville compiles the photo spread each
time, and we seem to have been spoiled for
choice for the past few issues. As a result,
some photos that we would like to have
included this time round have had to be held
over. Hopefully we can do a double photospread next time to catch up with the
backlog.
73 Don G3XTT

3

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Dayton seemed busier than ever this year,
the weather was excellent and there were
some new products. Kenwood are
developing a new all-band all-mode
transceiver. This features a smart metallicgrey design with large LCD and is claimed
to represent a breakthrough in HF
performance. It covers all bands up to 1200
MHz with IF DSP and a built in TNC. It
appears to be a `head-on' competitor with
the Yaesu FT-847 but with an extra band.
The upgraded Yaesu FT-1000MP to be
known as the Mk V was also on show. This
looked very interesting indeed with some
very attractive features. These included:
• 200 watts PEP output
• Class-A PA operation
• IDBT "Interlocked digital bandwidth
tracking system"
• VRF "Variable RF front-end filter"
• Enhanced ergonomics — a multi-function
shuttle jog dial.
My friends at Yaesu-Japan tell me that they
believe that the new IDBT is particularly
effective and easier to use than the DSP
filtering on ICOM 756 Pro. Time will tell!
We had a bonanza with the sales of
"DXpeditioning Behind the Scenes" and
sold 67 copies on the RSGB stand and from
one of the hospitality suites at the Crown
Plaza. Our thanks to Bob, WB2YQH for
making space available in the suite which
was sponsored by The 59(9) DX Report, the
Western NY DX Assn and the Kansas City
DX Club.
The New Book
We have received some very good reviews

of our new book "DXpeditioning Behind the
Scenes" in RadCom, Radio Today, Radio
Active and further reviews are due in QST,
CQ - US and CQ Ham Radio - Japan. Some
bulk orders are on the way and IREF, the
Island Radio Expedition Foundation will be

our main distributor in the US. This is an
ideal arrangement; all the surplus on sales
goes to fund future DXpeditions.

cox°

Secretary: Barry Cooper, G4RKO
9 Fieldfare
Sandy, Beds, SG19 2UZ
TeVFax: +44 (0) 1767 692535
E-mail: g4rko®cooperb.flyer.co.uk

Marketing Drive

We identified 400 potential members for
this year's marketing drive. Of these 350
addresses were found on the RSGB
CallSeeker 2000 CD-ROM, the remainder
being shown as "address withheld" The 400,
all Gs, were made up of DXCC and IOTA
participants, those downloading IOTA 2000
data from our web site, G's who worked
XZOA on Top Band and those who have
been putting out regular spots on the DX
Cluster.
Each potential member received a pack
containing:
• A covering letter setting out our
achievements during the past year
• Prospectus and application form
• Back issue of the Digest
• A list of DXpeditions sponsored
• A flyer for the book.
Let's hope for a good response. We now
have around 460 members; hopefully this
initiative will take us to over 500 members
in 2000 even after the 20 or so who will
inevitably drop out this year.

THE UK DX FOUNDATION

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Name in full.

Current callsign•

Other callsigns•

Address.

Country.

Post code.

Telephone.

E-mail•
First name or "ON-AIR" name (for your

Proposer

Callsign•

Seconder

Callsign•

CDXC

badge):

Total DXCC countries worked/heard (100 minimum)
(Cheques must be drawn on a UK bank).

Fee enclosed (see over)•

IOTA 2000

June saw a huge burst in IOTA 2000
activity with many of the island groups in
Europe scoring three premium points. At the
time of writing over 60 European groups
had been activated and the leading players
had scores in the 600-650 point range, well
on the way to the 900 points needed for the
Gold Certificate.
It is never too late to start chasing islands
for the IOTA 2000 award. All those gaining
50 points receive a Participation Certificate;
225 points are needed for the Bronze and
450 for the Silver.

I hereby agree to my membership details being held on computer and published in the
Membership List for regular circulation to other members. I agree to my E-mail
address being published on the CDXC WWW page (httplIwww.CDXC.org.uk ).

CDXC

Date.

Signed.

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
Subscription received
Welcome letter sent
Newsletter note
Database updated

Mailing list updated
Membership list updated
E-mail list updated
Badge sent

02/07-20/07 4X/W5WP: Israel
03/07-22/07 7P8AA: Lesotho by DLs
03/07-14/07 CQ9S: Selgavens Islands (AF-047) by CT3s
from 05/07 S21ZW or S21/AH8DX: Bangladesh
08/07-21/07 IA5/IZ4DIW: Giglio Island (EU-028)
08/07-15/07 ZKIAXU: Penrhyn (OC-082), North Cook Is by PA3AXU
09/07-17/07 UA4FWD/0: Begichev Island (AS-???)
10/07-15/07 ZK1: Rarotonga (OC-013), South Cook by KM6HB
14/07-15/07 F5PSUp and F5PSG/p: Cezambre Island (EU-157)
15/07-15/08 VD1VIK: special event station (Newfoundland)
15/07-20/07 ZKlAXU: Rarotonga (OC-013), South Cook Is by PA3AXU
15/07-17/07 ZK1: Aitutald (OC-083), South Cook by KM6HB
17/07-22/07 YL/SMOTDE: Latvia
18/07-24/07 VP2MHX & VP2MHS: Montserrat (NA-103) by W4WX & WI LR
19/07-02/08 J45W: Kos Island (EU-001) by I2WIJ
20/07-22/07 ICHO: Saipan by JH3EQP and JE3EJC
20/07-26/07 UA4FWD/0: Petra Island (AS-063)
21/07-31/07 UF1P (EU-086), RF1P (EU-102), UAIQV/1 (EU-085)
24/07-02/08 ROL: Putyatina Island (AS-066)
27/07-01/08 F/ON4ON/p, F/ON7PQ/p, F/GOMEU/p: Sein Island (EU-068)
28/07-31/07 C6AJR and C6DX: Berry Is (NA-054), Bahamas by Ws
28/07-30/07 KF9YL: Cedar Key (NA-076)
28/07-06/08 TF/G3SQX: Iceland (EU-021)
28/07-30/07 Pacific Northwest DX Convention (DX2000), Vancouver
29/07-31/07 JI3DST/4: Oki Archipelago (AS-041)
29/07-31/07 JMIPXG/6: Daito Islands (AS-047)
29/07-30/07 RSGB-IOTA Contest
July C21JH (Nauru) and T30JH (West Kiribati) by VK2GJH
July-2001 UAOQBA: Kotelny Island (AS-028)
01/08-16/08 FR/T: Tromelin Island (AF-031) by Lyon DX Gang
01/08-07/08 PYIOTA & PV5L: Santa Catarina State South gr (SA-???)
04/08-09/08 KL7AK: Kudiakof Islands (NA-???)
05/08-06/08 N2OB: Barnegat Lighthouse, Long Beach Island (NA-111)
08/08-12/08 K1HP/KHO: Saipan (OC-086) by JE2EHP
10/08-14/08 PR5YL: Mel Island (SA-047)
11/08-23/08 V26WP, V26EA, V26ET, V26FM: Antigua (NA-100) by PAs
12/08-15/08 EA1GA/p: Isla Erbosa (EU-077)
13/08-18/08 FOOYAM & FOOYAA: Manihi (0C-131) by JK1FNN & 7L1MKM
14/08-28/08 VP5/I4ALU: Providenciales (NA-002)
16/08-01/09 VK9CQ: Cocos/Keeling (OC-003) by PA3GIO
19/08-20/08 International Lighthouse/Lightship Weekend, SEANET Contest
22/08-01/09 JA6GXK: Danjo Archipelago (AS-056)
23/08-04/09 8P: Barbados (NA-021) by PA3EWP, PA4EA, PA5ET, PA7FM
30/08-08/09 XE3/F6BUM: Mujeres Island (NA-045)
01/09-15/09 A5: Bhutan by Fs
01/09-05/09 VK: Browse Island (0C-???) by VK8AN, VK8DK, VK8TM
02/09-13/09 VK9XV: Christmas Island (OC-002) by PA3GIO
04/09-25/09 ZD9: Tristan da Cunha (AF-029) by G3ZEM
07/09-11/09 VK: Cassini Island (0C-???) by VK8AN, VK8DK, VK8TM

With the RSGB IOTA Contest coming up
on 29/30 July and with the remainder of
Europe counting for premium points in July
it should be possible to get close to the
Bronze Certificate fairly quickly even if one
is starting now. All the certificates are very
attractive and an example can be seen on our
web site.

unlikely that there will be another
DXpedition in the near future. Tromelin is
much needed on CW and on the LF bands.

Penallt Trophy

"The Kingman/Palmyra DX Group is proud
to announce the core team for its planned
Kingman Reef 2000 DXpedition in October:
Bob Allphin, K4UEE
Harry Booklan, RA3AUU
Chuck Brady, N4BQW
Kimo Chun, KH7U
Pat Guerin, NH6UY
Tom Harrell, N4XP
Al Hernandez, K3VN
Dave Johnson, WB4JTT
Jan Jussila, OH2BU
Franz Langner, DJ9ZB
Gant' Shapiro, NI6T
Ned Stearns, AA7A
Vrata Vaverka, OK1KT

Joint winners of the Penallt Trophy were
announced in the May Digest. However,
John GW3JXN, one of the joint winners,
discovered that he had worked Taiwan as an
additional counter. His logging programme
showed a BX contact as China but this
should have been Taiwan. John had already
claimed China so he sent an update well
before the closing date. John therefore
becomes the outright winner.
As a show of real sportsmanship, John has
proposed that he gives a cup for the runnerup. Scotty WK3N therefore becomes the
winner of the new Tindle Cup.
DXpeditions

Included with this Digest is an updated
listing of all the DXpeditions we have
sponsored. I hope members will agree that
this list is very impressive. It is as a result of
the club's growth in numbers that we can
afford to make these contributions — over 20
since January 1999.
Since the last issue of the Digest, we have
agreed some further contributions to
DXpeditions. These are:
East Timor 4W6EB £100 (towards the
cost of QSLs)
• Tromelin FR/T. An increase of £100 to
£300
• Palmyra and Kingman (KH5/K) £200
• Bhutan A52 £200

•

Tromelin

In the case of Tromelin we responded to a
request for additional funding as the costs of
this DXpedition are now considerably
higher than originally planned and it is

Palmyra and Kingman

The following note has just been received
from Garry Shapiro, NI6T and Tom Harrell,
N4XP:

We are also pleased to announce the
appointment of Klaus Wagner, DL 1XX as
European pilot, and Don Greenbaum, N1DG
as Webmaster. We plan at least four stations
and coverage from 160 through 6 meters.
Details will be provided as October
approaches. Transportation costs to this
remote location will be considerable;
contributions of any size to defray the costs
of this DXpedition will be greatly
appreciated. Please send yours to: Tom
Harrell, N4XP, 2011 New High Schoals
Road, Watkinsville, GA 30677.
We shall continue to man Palmyra Atoll,
KH5, over the summer. To date, our efforts
have focussed upon assisting The Nature
Conservancy's purchase of the atoll, which
has limited amateur radio operations.
However, we anticipate that operating
opportunities will increase in the near
future. QSL all KPDXG operations to
K4TSJ".

you know someone who might be interested,
please let me know, I will forward the

Bhutan

The Clipperton DX Club, with whom we
liaise closely, are planning a DXpedition to
Bhutan in September 2000. This should
provide good propagation on 21/24/28
MHz. Although Bhutan has been activated
twice recently, it is still needed by many,
particularly the band-mode chasers. The
committee wished to show support to the
other CDXC and to Vincent, GOLMX, one
of the team members. Here are some more
details about this DXpedition from Vincent:
"The Clipperton DX Club is planning an
expedition to Bhutan early September. The
plan is for a group of 5 or 6 operators to
operate from the Pinewood Hotel in
Thimphu (same as for A52A) from 4th to
14th September. Committed operators as of
today are F2VX, F5LMJ, F6ANA, F6HUW
and myself.
The cost is high, as you know from the
A52A and A52JS operations. A major cost
is the visa ($200 per person and per day).
Other major costs include the radio licence,
flights from Europe to Paro and equipment
transportation to Bhutan (there is a strict
20kg luggage allowance on Druk Air).
I am aware that the Chiltern DX Club has
already made contributions to the A52A and
A52JS operations, but any contribution to
the Clipperton DX Club effort would be
very much appreciated. We are also looking
for one additional operator, possibly two. If

details".

NUG's Antenna Farm

The Force 12 C31 XR 3-band beam is built
and ready to go up. I was really delighted
with the way this antenna is assembled.
There is no need for a tape measure (except
to check that the elements are placed
centrally on the boom). The element
sections are riveted together using pop rivets
in pre-drilled holes, the whole antenna
having been assembled prior to shipment.
The sturdy mast brackets are pre-riveted to
the boom. The whole assembly took under
six hours — not excessive for a 14-element
beam.
I put up an A3WS WARC bands antenna
above my 40 metre beam and for several
weeks made comparisons with the TH-11
which is roughly at the same height. The
TH-11 was always one 'S' point better. In
view of this I have decided to replace the
A3WS with a Force 12 N1217. This is a
seven element beam with four full-sized
elements on 12m and three on 17m. By the
end of this project all the trapped antennas
will have gone and will have been replaced
by full-size monobanders. My thanks to
Nevada for importing these two antennas
directly from Force 12.

POSTBAG
From Pete, SWL G-13038 (Ex MP4BIM
Petes-dx-newsdesk-subscribe@egroups.com
Bahrain Island 1970-71),
My FREE Internet DX news service, has
dx.newsdesk@cwcom.net :
been very successful over the last 18 months
or so. Many people find the hassle and junk
Pete's Internet Newsdesk has Relocated. To
Join the List, read the latest news or get
mail, associated with the big US DX
Reflectors unacceptable. So this FREE news
further information go to:
service, (Run and Financed by me), is now
http://www.egroups.corn/group/petes-dxavailable to EVERYONE ON THE
newsdesk
INTERNET and currently has members in
or: Send a blank e-Mail to:
approximately 16 Countries.
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If you have any problems with the list,
please contact the list owner, owner-ukcontest@contesting.com .
Many thanks to our list-host, Bill Fisher,
W4AN.

To post a message to the reflector, send your
message to uk-contest@contesting.com
There is also a digest form of this list. You
will receive one message per day, mailed
out nominally at 11:45 p.m. eastern time. It
will contain all the previous day's messages.
To subscribe, send your message to ukcontest-digest-request®contesting.com with
SUBSCRIBE as the body of the message.
You do not need to be subscribed to both
reflectors, and people subscribed to the digest list can still post to the uk-contest list
address.
You can access the reflector archives on the
web at http://www.contesting.com/ ukcontest/. (Note: that is _uk-contest in the
previous URL). You can also request them
via E-mail by sending a message to ukcontest-request@contesting.com with the
command INDEX as the body of the
message. To retrieve a particular archive
file, send a message to uk-contestrequest@contesting.com with a command
like GET uk-contest.200005 as the body of
the message (this would retrieve the archive
from May, 2000).

Sign-off

Last but not least, as members will know,
I've found it difficult to keep this column
going along with editing the Digest. It has
also been difficult to handle the contest coordinator role, and there was, for example,
no CDXC entry in Field Day this year.
Hopefully all that is now behind us, with the
appointment of Paul Brice-Stevens GOWAT
as CDXC Contest Co-ordinator. Paul will be
writing this column from the next issue
onwards, and I know he would welcome
your input, suggestions, etc. His details
appear on p.2 of this Digest. Do please give
him your support. For my own part, I have
enjoyed writing the column since May 1997,
and it's probably about time for a fresh
slant. My thanks for those of you who have
contributed input during that time.
73 Don G3XTT

DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR
(ntx 425 DX News for most of this)

01/01-31/12 IOTA 2000 (http://www.cdxc.org.uk )
till 31/12 3Z, HB2, 9AY2K, IIOCV, HF7OPZK, etc. special Millennium stations & prefixes
till November 3W6LC: Vietnam by VK6LC
till 31/12 3Z: special prefix (Poland)
till 18/08 7N1GMK/6: Yoron Island (AS-023)
till 31/12 9AY2K: special Millennium station
till 02/11 AX: special prefix (Olympic Games)
till 27/08 E0225E, EO225EA, E0225EJ, EO225EL: special calls
till 20/08 FHITU5AX: Mayotte (AF-027) by 6W1QV
till 24/12 IIO: special jubilee prefix
till 31/12 IUOPAW: Jubilee Year special station
till ?? JX7DFA: Jan Mayen (EU-022) by LA7DFA
till 31/12 SI75A & SIxSSA: SSA 75th anniversary stations (Sweden)
till August STOP: Sudan by 5B4YY
till December VKOMM: Macquarie Island
till Sep VK8PW/8: Anthem Land (plus 0C-229)
till 31/07 VR2K: special Millennium call (Hong Kong)
till 31/12 ZSOM: South Africa by ZS6MG
01/07-30/07 EF1ONS: Ons Island (EU-080) by EC 1 BXI
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QRZ CONTEST
Don Field, G3XTT
When I was first licensed the major contests
all seemed to take place over the northern
hemisphere winter period, but that's
certainly no longer the case. The IARU
Contest and the IOTA Contest both take
place in July, and are increasingly popular.
The IARU event this year also runs
concurrently with the WRTC event, which
should make it more popular still, especially
in Europe — the last WRTC was in
California, and it was tough to work the
special WRTC stations from this side of the
Pond. Hopefully, for the next Digest, we
will have some feedback from both the
WRTC/IARU and IOTA events.
In the meantime, the NCJ (National Contest
Journal) website http://www.ncjweb.com
will provide on the spot coverage of the
WRTC competition through the eyes and
descriptive words of on-the-scene reporters
Ward NOAX and Dick K6KR (better known
to CDXC members as GOMFO). They will
file entertaining and informative stories on a
daily basis, to be posted on the NCJ WRTC
Special Coverage pages.

UT51DX
Members may have read in the press that
Sergej Rebrov UT5IDX (also UTOU) is
joining Tottenham Hotspur Football Club
for a substantial transfer fee. What's more
important, of course, is that he is bringing
not only his footballing skills but his
contesting skills to the UK, and has already
been looking for hosts who can offer him a
contesting berth during some of the major
contests. Hopefully his presence in this
country will give a public boost to the
positive aspects of amateur radio contesting.

UK-Contest reflector
(from Laurence G41-ITD)

In order to provide a location for the

discussion of contest items which are of a
more specific interest to those in the UK,
than those discussed on cq-contest, a new
reflector has been set up.
It is not intended that this should remove
traffic from the cq-contest one but add an
area where discussion of more local
contests, claimed scores etc can take place.
I have included a copy of the FAQ for
further details.
If you wish to subscribe please send an email to uk-contest-request@contesting.com
with SUBSCRIBE as the body of the
message.
Our thanks to Bill and the contesting.com
crew for providing this service for us.
73 Laurence G4HTD

You can collect the news by E-mail, Daily
summaries, or read it off the Website. The
choice is yours.
All the major DX news sheets, plus IOTA,
WAB, Expedition news and a whole lot
more, is posted to the list as soon as it is
received. All news is posted via the news
desk and not directly to the list. I receive up
to 150 e-mails a day from around the world
and discard all the junk and fiery mail,
(about 90%). So you avoid all Spam, Fiery
and profane mail.
73 de Pete, at the Newsdesk in Sunny
Bournemouth.
E-mail: dx.newsdesk@cwcom.net
My Homepage:
http://www.pgrayer.freeserve.co.uk
From John GOGDU: David (G3TBK) is

currently working in the Caribbean and
expects over the next 3 months to obtain
licences and operate from a number of

islands (he expects to return to the UK midSeptember). Montserrat and Grenada are
among some of the islands he will be
visiting, although his first operation was
from Antigua as V29TBK. Dave is now also
licensed as VP2MDC, and will visit
Montserrat from time to time although based
on Antigua. Expect to hear David most
evenings and at weekends for as much as his
work schedule permits, mostly CW, with
some SSB, on most LF and HF bands. QSL
for all operations will be via the RSGB buro
or direct to G3TBK as per call book. Dave is
an experienced contest / CW operator and
based on his previous overseas operations
over the last 12 months (these include S79,
7Q and 8Q ) he will no doubt be very active.
Incidentally, his first G QSO from the
Caribbean was John G3WGV. It is also
worth noting that Dave has skeds arranged
to the UK on SSB at 18:00z on Friday and
Saturday evenings on or about 21.155MHz,
and again at 22.00z on or about 14.155MHz.
He is prepared to take other calls after
completing his skeds

UK-Contest Reflector FAQ
11 May 2000

The uk-contest internet email reflector has
been set up to enable discussion of
contesting matters, HF and VHF, of interest
to contesters in the UK.
Subscription is not limited to UK hams, and
we welcome contributions from overseas
contesters relating to contesting in the
British Isles.
Most domestic contests in the UK are
organised by committees of the national
society, the RSGB. This internet reflector is
independent of the RSGB though members
of the HF and VHF Contest Committees are
active participants in the reflector.
To subscribe to the reflector, send a message
to uk-contest-request@contesting.com with
SUBSCRIBE as the body of the message.
To unsubscribe, use UNSUBSCRIBE.

For Sale

Phil, G3SWH, has surplus IRC's at 55 pence each, and US $1 at 65 pence each, all plus SASE.
Cheques payable to P A Whitchurch, QTHR.
Declan EI6FR still has copies of the ZL9CI video available. They can be had for £10 (cash) and
2 IRC's postage, address as per callbook.

cox°

NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed)

SWL NEWS
Bob Treacher, BRS 32525
(brs32525@compuserve.com )

Box 88

One significant item of news (passed on by K3Z0 and others) is the return to a single QSL
bureau for Russia, attached to the Central Radio Club. "Box 88" has been widely known
throughout the world for over 50 years. The press release says, "The ambitious attempts to create
an "alternative" and "independent" QSL bureau are done with; they created nothing but a
confused mess. Now all of the mail flows in a single channel. The volume is such that without
an efficient and professionally-organised service it would be difficult to cope. According to the
latest data, about 150,000 cards from 70-odd countries and territories of the world arrive at the
CRC monthly. All QSLs are processed, sorted, and sent out to amateur radio organisations in the
republics, krays, and ()blasts (except for those behind in the payment of postal expenses). If cards
are picked up, they are delivered without charge, and representatives from Moscow,
Moskovskaya Oblast', Kursk, Ryazan', Nizhniy Novgorod, Kaluga, and Belgorod do so. In the
other direction, mail weighing around 81 kg is sent to 24 national QSL bureaux. The SRR
[Union of Radioamateurs of Russia] Presidium has confirmed a set of rules for the QSL bureau,
which now has the status of an executive organ of the SRR and is a structural subdivision of the
CRC. The Radio Club receives, processes, and forwards abroad QSL cards received from
regional organisations and (with the agreement of the regional organisation concerned) from
individual radio amateurs in remote areas of Russia, as well as QSL cards arriving from abroad.
The exchange of cards within Russia is the responsibility of regional organisations and of radio
amateurs themselves. Packages, wrappers, and letters arriving from abroad and not indicating an
individual recipient are opened; enclosed money and IRCs are removed and credited to the CRC
account. Envelopes showing the callsign of the addressee are not subject to being opened.
"The QSL bureau also handles the issuance of CRC and SRR diplomas [certificates]. If desired
by those applying for foreign diplomas, applications may be forwarded at their expense to any
amateur radio organisation. Under the same conditions, reports on participation in foreign
competitions [contests] may be forwarded.
"For correspondence within Russia, the following address should be used: 123459, Moskva,
Pokhodnyy pr., 23, TsRK RF [Central Radio Club of the Russian Federation, 23 Pokhodnyy
Proyezd, 123459 MOSCOW]; foreign mail should be sent to the address P. 0. Box 88, Moscow,
123459, Russia."

Antenna Designer Louis Varney, G5RV, SK

Louis Varney, G5RV (8P6DF, CX5RV), who invented the world-famous G5RV antenna, died
on 28th June. He was 89. The G5RV multiband wire antenna for HF is among the most popular
of all antenna designs. Louis fust described the G5RV in the November 1966 issue of the RSGB
Bulletin. He employed a full-size and a double-size G5RV, both fed with open-wire feeders, at
his own station. G5RV remained an active radio amateur until very recently and kept regular onthe-air schedules. He was an RSGB member for 74 years and served as life president of the MidSussex Amateur Radio Society. His wife Nelida is among his survivors.
Check out: http://www.rsgb.org.uk/extra/g5rv.htm

No doubt other CDXC listeners would have
collected more "new ones" with the bands
having been so good. Why not share your
news with us all?
It is worth recalling the Clipperton Island
(FOOAAA), Chesterfield Island (TXODX),
East Timor (4W6 - various callsigns) and
Bhutan (A52A and A52JS) DXpeditions,
but there has been much more of interest
than simply the big DX trips. Examples are
the logging of VP6BR on 24 and 21MHz;
logging my first KH6 on 24MHz
(KH6LEM); hearing HFOPOL (South
Shetland Is) on 18MHz; and, more recently,
catching FW5ZL on 21MHz one morning
before I went to the office.
Now, activity here is largely on 50MHz for
the summer months. Already, OX and SV9
are new ones this season. There have also
been double hop Es to OD5, 5B4, ZC4 and
further afield into the US, Canada, and the
Caribbean. There have also been TEP
openings to Africa - ZD7 and ZS - and to
South America.
Finally, the HF Convention in October is
not that far away. There has been an SWL
stand for the last two years and the
organising committee has allocated space
for one this year. However Mick BRS31976
and I (who have manned the stand for the
two years) are unlikely to have sufficient
time to man it this year. So, it is someone
else's turn! Please e-mail or write so that I
can provide firm details to the organising
committee. No volunteers, no stand!!

The non-appearance of a listener
contribution to "The Digest" for the last few
issues was due to commitments at M2000A,
and after that because there were just so
many other things that needed doing.
With "the most successful special event
station ever" behind us, I should have
sufficient time to compile listener input to
"The Digest" from now on However, the
facility is there so that CDXC SWLs can
pass on news of past and future activities. It
would, therefore be good to receive regular
input from CDXC listeners - or licensed
members with information that will benefit
SWLs.
For this issue, however, you will have to
tolerate news from this shack, plus a look
back at the highlights of the year from my
perspective.
As far as highlights go, M2000A has to take
pride of place. The "M2000A story" appears
elsewhere in this issue so I will not dwell on
it here apart from rehearsing the routes for
QSLs, Awards or the exclusive video: QSLs
to G4DFI QTHR or by e-mail to
owen.g4dfi(a)virgin.net ; Award claims to
my daughter Clare at my address or by email to clarejoan@hotmail.com ; Video
orders to G3SXE QTHR or by e-mail to
g3sxe@yahoo.com
Close behind has to come the re-instatement
of my Cushcraft R6000 vertical following
planning approval. It was a long drawn-out
process (which I could write up for the next
issue), but since it has been back in use it
has accounted for 21 new "band" countries.
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activated)

SOUTH group (split from SA-026; never

[CQ-Contest] World Contest Station Database Available Again

OC- YB9 c. IRIAN JAYA'S COASTAL
ISLANDS WEST (split from OC-147; never

been activated)

After a long and complex series of technical difficulties, the World Contest Station Database is
available again now at http://www.qsl.net/n4zr . The database itself is being hosted by Leigh
Jones, KR6X -- thanks Leigh! This is hopefully still a temporary home, en route to
contesting.com, but any future hiatus in its availability should be minor.

SA- CE8 c. MAGALLANES &
ANTARTICA CHILENA PROVINCE
SOUTH group (split from SA-050)
SA- YV1 b. FALCON STATE group (split

been activated)

OC- YB9 d. IRIAN JAYA'S COASTAL
ISLANDS SOUTH (split from OC-147;
never been activated)

from SA-066)

OC- YB9 e. TIMOR BARATS COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from OC-148; never been

SA- YV6,7 d. ANZOATEGUI
STATE/SUCRE STATE WEST group (split

activated)

OC- P2 b. PAPUA NEW GUINEA'S
COASTAL ISLANDS NORTH (split from

from SA-048)

One of the consequences of the problems we've had is that any updates submitted since April 1
have not been incorporated into the database. If you made changes of significance after that I'd
appreciate your resubmitting them. As before, I will be adding changes to the database manually,
for the sake of consistency, so there will be a few days' delay between your submission and its
appearance in the database.
73, Pete Smith N4ZR

OC-153; never been activated)

OC- P2 c. PAPUA NEW GUINEA'S
COASTAL ISLANDS EAST (split from

IOTA DIRECTORY 2000 - DIFFICULT
GROUPS: COVERAGE EXTENDED

OC-153)

EU-063 JW b. SPITSBERGEN'S
COASTAL ISLANDS (previously just

OC- DU1-4 b. LUZON'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from OC-042)
OC- DU8-9 b. MINDANAO'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from OC-130)

Kong Karts Land)

NA- VYO i. NUNAVUT (KITIKMEOT
REGION) WEST group (previously no
qualifying islands)

NA-178 W6 b. CALIFORNIA STATE
CENTRE (SONOMA TO SANTA CRUZ
COUNTY) group (previously just Farallon

IOTA DIRECTORY 2000 - NEW
GROUPS: SOUTH AMERICA
SA- PP5 d. SANTA CATARINA STATE

Isis)

SEANET 2000

You are cordially invited to attend SEANET 2000 Convention, Pattaya, Thailand, 17-19th
November 2000 and to complete the Registration and Reservation Form (R&R!) as soon as
possible. Please forward to Ray Gerrard, HSO/G3NOM Email g3nom@ibm.net , or post to PO
Box 1300, Bangkok, 10112, Thailand. Telephone +66 37 328 041, or Fax to +66 37 328 042.
Anyone requiring a form in Thai Language, or help in Thai Language, please contact Khun
Kittipong, HS1ASN, 1145/12 Soi Pariyanon, Sathupradit 57 Road, Yannawa, Bangkok 10120,
Tel: 6820126, Fax 2842060 (24hrs) Email: hslasn@,asianet.co.th
General information about the SEANET Convention can be found on Web-site:
www.seanet2000.com where up-dates will be posted.
Z31ER Reprise

ARRL DXCC Yearbook 1999,
The ARRL DXCC Yearbook 1999 has now
been sent out to DXCC participants, and
includes the list of Most Wanted DXCC
entities, based on DXCC applications and
updates. The survey was taken from the
ARRL DXCC computer prior to last year's
newest addition to the DXCC list: E4 Palestine. Four relatively easy European
countries (T9, Z3, OK and OM) remain in
the top 100; this is clearly because DXCC
members have not submitted for credit. The
biggest gainers last year were: 9U - Burundi
moving up 26 points, KP5 - Desecheo Island
gaining 10 spots, TI9 - Cocos Island up 7
notches along with 3C0 - Annobon, FO/C Clipperton, VP8/O South Orkney and T5 Somalia all up 6. Last years biggest losers
(not including those four easy European
countries mentioned above) were: FT5Z Amsterdam and St. Paul Islands losing 9
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Most Wanted Countries

points, 5A - Libya and 3B6/7 - Agalega &
Brandon dropping 8 slots, and 3W Vietnam and 8Q - Maldive Islands both
losing 7. Next year look for big drops from
the following countries as major
DXpeditions and QSL cards from previous
operations which took place since the results
were tabulated: BV9P, A5, E3, 3CO 3 ZL9,
XZ, 9U, T33, T31, FO/C, 3B9, ZK3, R1MV
and A6. The top ten are:
1 P5 North Korea
2 BS7H Scarborough Reef
3 BV9P Pratas I.
4 A5 Bhutan
5 VU4 Andaman & Nicobar I.
6 70 Yemen
7 E3 Eritrea
8 3Y Bouvet I.
9 FR/T Tromelin I.
10 VU7 Lakshadweep Is.

Greetings ! If you worked ZS31ER while we were on Elephant Rock Island (AF-085), you will
be pleased to hear that Barry ZS IFJ has already sent off nearly 500 QSL cards in reply to those
received by direct mail. The QSL addresses are :
Barry Fletcher ZS 1 FJ, 18 Valley Road, Kenilworth, 7708 Republic of South Africa or Barry
Fletcher ZS1FJ, P.O. Box 53319, Kenilworth, 7754. Republic of South Africa.
QSLs sent via the QSL Bureau will only reach him much later, and replies will follow via the
bureau.
In total we made approximately 3700 contacts in 76 countries, despite the problems experienced
when one transceiver, an automatic ATU, and a linear amplifier got wet in salt water while going
through the waves in a rubber duck boat and this was after they had each been sealed in three
layers of plastic bags in a box, which was also sealed ! This wet rig made 170 QSOs before it
failed due to high SWR problems with a brand new tri-band Yagi, which we had to replace with
a 40 year old Mosley TA-33 Jr.
Subsequent pile-ups were handled with a Kenwood TS-680S and AT-250 ATU running barefoot
with 100W PEP output. Fortunately propagation was excellent on 10 and 15 metres the whole
week.
The pile-ups were astounding ! Some of the team have had plenty of experience when operating
from places such as Kermadec Island, Pitcairn Island, Tristan da Cunha, Gough Island and even
Antarctica, let alone other South African islands and rare special event stations, but none of us

have ever heard such a blast of white noise as we heard after out first test call on 10 metres.
Hundreds of you fellows must have been ready and waiting, and we thank you for this, and for
your patience as we struggled through the never-ending pile-ups.
We worked 160, 80, 40 with the G5RV turning it into a Marconi for 160. Some CW was
worked by ZS1B at times, but regretfully there was no second station to make this possible all
the time.
On some bands we used a G5RV, the ends of which were anchored onto metal rods planted into
rocks which were used as a route to the sea by thousands of Cape Fur Seals. They refused to
crawl under the nylon ropes, even though they were about 1 metre above the rocks, and insisted
on climbing over these ropes ! Ron ZSIRON had the job of regularly sorting these out after the
nylon was repeatedly broken up ! A certain female seal seemed to take a fancy to Ron, but this
cannot be confirmed due to language difficulties.
One 13.8 volt PSU was filled with salt water after falling in the sea. It was resuscitated after
being filled with fresh drinking water and rinsed clean then dried in the Sun ! It's amazing how
meters that were full of water came to life uneventfully ! We all waited for the sparks to fly, but
DAIWA make good PSUs and nothing happened ! It powered the TS-680S for the rest of the
week.
Our 4.5 KVA generators worked almost continuously but needed fuel brought from shore every
2 or 3 days. We even had "street lights" at night, which kept the seals away from our two tents.
There were strong Westerly winds, plenty of fog, and fairly rough seas for most of the week,
sometimes preventing access to the island. However, we had excellent tents of a design type that
imbedded themselves more firmly against the rock, the more the wind blew.
The only negative aspect was when we lost several carry packs of beer, that had been put in an
icy cold water rock pool. A spring tide succeeded in robbing us, despite all the rocks we packed
on top of them ! This was a cruel blow indeed.
The malodorous island soon inflicted the same characteristics onto the team. Now that we've
been home for many weeks, eventually repeated laundry efforts have returned our clothing to
wearable status back in civilisation !
We are pleased to say that our team has now activated every single IOTA Island Group around
the coast of South Africa. If any of you want us to go back and operate from ZS23I (Seal Island,
Mossel Bay AF-077), ZS26BI (Bird Island, Algoa Bay AF-079), ZS64RI (Robben Island, Table
Bay AF-064) or ZS I DAS (Dassen Island, Table Bay AF-064) , please let us know.
We'll invite you to join us so that you can also become wet, malodorous, tired and "pile-up
deafened", to prove you really were there !!
It's been great fun. 73 from BUD ZS1B

Coast South group, re-named; never been
activated)

SEA COAST group (new)
a.
UR
EUMYKOLAYIVS'KA/KHERSONS'KA
OBLAST BLACK SEA COAST group

NA- VYO y. NUNAVUT (HUDSON BAY QUEBEC COAST) NORTH EAST group
(split from NA-130, renamed; never been
activated)

(new)

EU- UR a. RESPUBLIKA KRYM BLACK
SEA COAST group (new)

NA- OX c. GREENLAND'S COASTAL
ISLANDS SOUTH WEST (split from NA134)

NA- OX d. GREENLAND'S COASTAL
ISLANDS NORTH EAST (split from NA-

IOTA DIRECTORY 2000 - NEW
GROUPS: AFRICA

151)

AF-086 D4 b. WINDWARD ISLANDS

NA- WI c. NEW HAMPSHIRE group (split

(split from AF-005)

from NA-148)

AF- J5 a. GUINEA-BISSAU COASTAL
REGION group (split from AF-020; never

NA- W4 p. ALABAMA STATE group
(split from NA-142)

been activated)

a.
LAS
CO8
NATUNAS/HOLGUIN/SANTIAGO DE
CUBA PROVINCE group (split from NA-

AF- 5R c. MADAGASCAR'S COASTAL
ISLANDS EAST (split from AF-057)

015; never been activated)

IOTA DIRECTORY 2000 - NEW
GROUPS: ASIA

IOTA DIRECTORY 2000 - NEW
GROUPS: OCEANIA

AS- VU d. GOA STATE group (split from
AS-096; never been activated)

OC- VK6 d. WESTERN AUSTRALIA
STATE (SOUTH COAST) WEST group

AS- JAS h. HOKKAIDO'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from AS-078)
AS- HL4 e. CHOLLA-BUKTO
PROVINCE group (split from AS-060)
AS- ROF b. SAKHALIN'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from AS-018)
AS- 4S b. SRI LANKA'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from AS-003; never been

(split from OC-193; never been activated)

OC- VK9 c. CORAL SEA ISLANDS
TERRITORY SOUTH (split from
unnumbered Coral Sea Islands Territory;
never been activated)

OC- VK7 b. TASMANIA'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from OC-006)
OC- 4W b. EAST TIMOR'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from OC-148; never been

activated)

AS- BV b. TAIWAN'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from AS-020)
AS- TA e. BLACK SEA COAST WEST
group (new; never been activated)
AS- TA f. BLACK SEA COAST EAST
group (new; never been activated)

activated)

OC- YBO-3 b. JAVA'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from OC-021)
OC- YB5-6 e. SUMATRA'S COASTAL
ISLANDS NORTH (split from OC-143;
never been activated)

DX Spots History

Rod Elliott, VE3IRF has collected the DX spots from the OH2AQ Web Cluster since January
1997. The collection (from January 1997 up to April 2000) is available at
http://www.425dxn.org/dxspots/, as well the software (DXINFO v 1.7) which will enable you to
handle the files (instructions at the URL above). For further information, please e-mail Maurizio
Bertolino, 11-21171 (i121171 ®425dxn.org ).
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OC- YB4-5 b. SUMATRA'S COASTAL
ISLANDS SOUTH (split from OC-143;

IOTA DIRECTORY 2000 - NEW
GROUPS: NORTH AMERICA

never been activated)

NA- KL d. NORTH SLOPE COUNTY
WEST group (split from NA-172; never

OC- YB7 c. KALIMANTAN'S COASTAL
ISLANDS WEST (split from OC-166; never

been activated)

been activated)

NA- KL h. NOME COUNTY SOUTH
group (split from unnumbered Norton Sound

OC- YB8 b. CELEBES'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from OC-146; never been
51

EU-154
AS-111
EU-154
AS-117
EU-158
0C-061

EA3 Buda Island
HZ Tarut Island
EA3 San Antonio Island
JA4 Omishima
SV8 Sfaktiria Island
variousMinerva Reefs

ISLANDS WHERE REVALIDATION IS
REQUIRED, FAILING WHICH THEY
WILL BE DELETED IN LINE WITH
POLICY ABOVE

EU-162
R1Z Velilciy Island
SA-025
PS8 Grande de Santa
Isabel Island
Bertaut Reef
AF-033
S7
PY2 Santo Amaro Island
SA-071
EA9 Perejil Island
AF-069
PR8 Canarias Island
SA-072
(+ maybe some others)
C. DELETED GROUPS

5 Groups have been deleted from the
Directory because the only island or only
significant island has been found not to
comply with IOTA qualification criteria.
Credit will continue to be allowed on the
following time restricted basis. If there is an
active resident amateur, the island will cease
to count from 1 February 2005, but new and
old contacts will continue to count until
then. If there is no active resident amateur,
existing contacts will count until 1 February
2005 but no new operations can be accepted
after 1 February 2001. Credits for all
contacts will be deleted after preparation of
the 2005 Honour Roll and Annual Listings.

ARE VALID UNTIL 1 FEBRUARY 2005
BUT NO NEW OPERATIONS
ALLOWED AFTER 1 FEBRUARY 2001

A52JS

variousGeyser Bank
AF-071
EA3 Barcelona / Tarragona
EU-154
Province group
7J
Okino Torishima
AS-052
variousMinerva Reefs
0C-061

As you all know Yonten and myself were 'licensed' shortly after I arrived in Thimphu and if you
recall HIDXA had already donated a rig and antenna to Yonten during my visit a few months
ago. Yonten A51TY made the first CW and SSB QSOs under the new Bhutan Teleconuns Act
2000 the final section of which permitted The Amateur Radio Service to come into being.

IOTA DIRECTORY 2000 - NEW
GROUPS: EUROPE

EU- LZ a. BULGARIA group (new; never
been activated)

EU-170 9A c. DALMATIA NORTH group
(split from EU-136)

EU-171 OZ b. JYLLAND NORTH group
(new)

EU-172 OZ c. JYLLAND EAST AND FYN
group (split from EU-029)
b.
PARNUMAA
ES0,8
EUCOUNTY/SAAREMAA
COUNTY
SOUTH group (split from EU-034)
EU- OHS b. OULU PROVINCE group
(split from EU-126)

EU-173 OH1 d. LANSI-SUOMI (PORI)
PROVINCE group (split from EU-096)
EU-174 SV g. MAKEDONIA/THRAIU
REGION group (split from EU-049)
EU- SV9 b. CRETE'S COASTAL
ISLANDS (split from EU-015)
EU-175 CU3-7 b. CENTRAL group (split
from EU-003)

EU- YO a. ROMANIA group (new; never
been activated)

EU- RIP c. PECHORSKOYE SEA COAST
WEST group (split from EU-085; never

Hi folks, Sorry to have neglected you all a bit whilst I was in Bhutan but it was hard to get to a
computer in Paro.

Shortly after I was able to start my own operation as A52JS. I made a decision to move to Paro
as having worked before in Thimphu (1990, A51JS) I knew that the area was not the best for
propagation . Very quickly I was set up in Paro and beginning to make a log total and by the
time the mob (A52A) had arrived I had some 5,000 QSOs in my A52JS log. Just as well in a
way since they effectively took over the bands in DX terms. Both the CW and SSB slots etc.
By the way I was offered any callsign I wished but of course A51JS was not available since I
had recommended that the A51 Block be retained for Bhutanese Nationals. This A51 Prefix
links Bhutan back to its past amateur radio activity. (e.g. Yonten, A51TY) I was very happy to
be allocated A52JS a very personal callsign to me. Note the A52 Prefix has been reserved for
foreign nationals.
My final log total is 20,300 QSOs - note that this is a page count and is sure to be reduced
slightly.
I would like to record my personal thanks to Dasho Leki Dorji, Deputy Minister MOC, The
Director, BTTB and Phub Tshering of Frequency Management BTTB.
Any DX group interested in visiting A5, Bhutan for amateur radio purposes is requested to
contact me as soon as possible. I can personally assist you and guide you to a successful
conclusion.
Note:

1.Think in terms of September onwards (July and August are wet months in Bhutan.
2. Think in terms of a maximum of around 8/10 people. This gives the group less time off the air
in an individual sense.
3. Think in terms of being looked after in a personal sense — it means a lot I can tell you.
4. Think of a superb DX location at 6,500 feet with uncluttered take off.
5. Think in terms of putting the challenge back into DXing — this is not ALPHA territory.
To answer the obvious question - No! HIDXA has not become a travel agent for Bhutan but this
framework has been set up during my four weeks in Bhutan to enable fast processing of
applications.

been activated)

Regards, 73, Tashi Dalek, Jim, A52JS.

EU- R6A-D a. BLACK SEA COAST group
GROUPS WHERE OLD AND NEW
CONTACTS ARE VALID UNTIL 1
FEBRUARY 2005

DL MecklenburgEU-098
Vorponunern State West group

(new; never been activated)

EU-176 SM3 e. GAVLEBORG COUNTY
group (split from EU-087)
SM5
EUg.
SODERMANLAND/OSTERGOTLAND
COUNTY group (split from EU-084)
EU- TA a. TURKEY group (split from AS099)

GROUPS WHERE OLD CONTACTS

EU- UR a. ODES'KA OBLAST BLACK

QSL Manager Database

May edition is available for download at my Website. It contains 124698 Managers and 14808
addresses.
To Subscribe, send a blank message to: yplog-subscribe@eGroups.com
To Post a message, send it to: yplog@eGroups.com
73 Martin, OK1RR, ok lrr@qsl.net, -http://www.qsl.net/okln
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Expedition Version of Super Duper

SDX ---> SDX V9.62 is a comprehensive logger intended for the majority of DXpedition and
special event operations, with a typical capacity of at least 10,000 QSOs. It supports SSB and
CW operation on all 9 HF bands and offers real-time prefix checking, dupe checking and beam
headings. SDX is freeware and unrestricted and may be downloaded from
http://www.ei5di.com/sd/sdx.zin (192 kb). For further information you can contact Paul, EI5DI
at paul@ei5di.com
Contesting.com

Just a quick update on the contesting.com web site. We now have user profiles working. A
profile is the place where you can upload a picture of yourself and answer questions that give
everyone else a chance to meet you (OK, well, virtually). First I'd like to encourage you to go to
the site and enter your profile. Next we would like suggestions for questions to ask contesters
that would help build an interesting profile. Please send suggestions to me.
73, Dave Pascoe, KM3T (km3t@contesting.com )
Grid Locator Help

For anyone who needs to know their grid locator, the following on line converter has proved to
be useful, as it converts full "NG" references, rather than Lon/Lat references:
http://www.neilLoaktree.co.uk/contest/NGR2Loc.html
DXCC NEWS RELEASE
June 16, 2000

DXCC is pleased to announce the addition of a 15 meter single band DXCC award. Beginning
June 1, 2000, DXCC printouts have been set to reflect credits on 15 meters. The start date for the
new 15 meter DXCC award will be July 1, 2000. 15 Meter DXCC certificates will be dated but
not numbered. Deleted entities do not count towards this award.
Those who have an active 5 Band DXCC which was processed prior to DXCC computerisation
and do not have 100 entities in the computer (on 15 meters) will be allowed to submit enough
credits on that band to bring the computerised record to the first 100 needed for this award with
no per QSO fee. Simply include postage and the award fee. The award fee is $10. Please note
your 5 Band DXCC award number and original issue date on the application form in the block
specified.
If you do not know what credits you have on 15 meters, you should contact DXCC for an
updated report, prior to submitting further credits. This will help both you and DXCC in that it
will avoid duplicates and additional costs, since QSL costs over the limits noted in DXCC Rule
#15 are $0.15 per QSO. If you have web access and can handle ADOBE (.pdf) files, contact
DXCC at dxcc@arrl.org for a copy of your record. If you do not have web access, please send a
note to DXCC along with $1.50 for postage or an SASE with $1.50 in postage. If you have not
submitted since the later portion of 1991, your records are not in the computer, and an SASE
with valid postage is required for a hard copy.
Please contact DXCC for any comments and/or questions relating to these new awards at
dxcc@arrl.org
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B. DELETED ISLANDS

and Oceania)
The IOTA Committee retains the final
decision, but it will be guided by the result
of a free and fair vote. Full information,
including a voting form by e-mail and a list
of possible nominees, is available at:
http://www.rsgbiota.org
The deadline for voting is midday 1 August
2000. Results will be announced at the
RSGB HF & IOTA Convention at Windsor
taking place from 13 to 15 October 2000.

Some previously activated islands have been
deleted from the Directory listings for
failure to comply with the IOTA
qualification criteria. Credit will continue to
be allowed on the following time restricted
basis. If there is an active resident amateur,
the island will cease to count from 1
February 2005, but new and old contacts
will continue to count until then. If there is
no active resident amateur, existing contacts
will count until 1 February 2005 but no new
operations can be accepted after 1 February
2001. Credits for all contacts will be deleted
after preparation of the 2005 Honour Roll
and Annual Listings.

IOTA DIRECTORY 2000: ADDENDA

A. NEW GROUPS
58 New Groups have been added to the
Directory. Credits will be given for contacts
only after a new reference number has been
issued. New Groups with resident amateurs
will have a number issued immediately.
Groups without resident amateurs will have
a number issued when a valid operation has
taken place after Start Date, 19 June 2000.
Once a number has been given and
confirmed, consideration will be given to
allowing credit for operations that took
place prior to Start Date but information and
some documentation may be required by the
Committee. The primary responsibility for
providing this is the DXpeditioner's.
Acceptance of a prior operation from a rare
group will not be automatic.

ISLANDS WHERE OLD AND NEW
CONTACTS ARE VALID UNTIL I
FEBRUARY 2005

EU-029
EU-124
EU-052
AS-021
EU-055
NA-026
EU-060
NA-065
EU-061
NA-065
EU-098
OC-137

OZ Als Island
GW, MW Anglesey
SV8 Levkas Island
A6 Abu Dhabi
LA Karmoy Island
W2 Staten Island
SV1 Evvoia (aka Euboea)
W7 Camano Island,
LA Notteroy Island
W7 Fidalgo Island
DL Poel Island
VK4 Bribie Island

ISLANDS WHERE OLD CONTACTS
ARE VALID UNTIL 1 FEBRUARY 2005
BUT NO NEW OPERATIONS
ALLOWED AFTER 1 FEBRUARY 2001

CONVERSION OF EXISTING
RECORDS

New applicants may make their first
submission at any time on the basis of the
data in Directory 2000. Existing IOTA
members with a score credited at IOTA HQ
are asked to delay applying for credit for the
New Groups until they can submit a
completed Conversion Sheet. Copies of this
will be available in early July on the RSGB
IOTA Web-site (for downloading) or from
IOTA HQ. Checkpoints have been
instructed not to process cards without this.

SV8 Poros Island
EU-075
VQ9 Blenheim Reef
AF-058
EA1 La Toja Island
EU-080
various Geyser Bank
AF-071
RIP Pesyakov Island
EU-102
Okino Torishima
7J
AS-052
RIP Gulyayevskiye
EU-102
Koshki Islands
TA Alibey Island
AS-099
49

that your island counts and that you have the
right IOTA number.
If it is not listed, it could be that its IOTA
status has been withdrawn. So you may need
to investigate. Also remember, if you decide
to activate a new group (bearing in mind the
publication of a new Directory!), a new
reference number will NOT be issued during
the 24 hours of the contest, so you will need
to start the operation before the contest to
secure the number.
For participants interested in a contest
logger, Paul O'Kane, EI5DI has uploaded
version 9.61 of SDI (SD for IOTA), as
freeware, to his website www.ei5di.com .
The only logger dedicated to this event, it's
intended for single-operator entries. Paul
says that version 9.61 is much improved,
compared to last year's version, in terms of
giving real-time multiplier information as
callsign prefixes are typed. It's great fun to
use.

Check the RSGB website from mid June
onwards as it is expected that the listings
will be posted then. Please do not ask about
progress.
NEW IOTA DIRECTORY

IOTA Directory 2000 will be published on
or immediately after 19 June. If you are an
active IOTA participant, or indeed a closet
island chaser, you will need a copy as the
island listings have undergone a complete
revision.
The changes are sufficiently significant that,
without the new Directory, you will be at a
real disadvantage. Manually updating an
earlier version will not be a feasible option.
DXpeditioners, in particular, need to get a
copy as there are rule changes as well as
island listing changes which may affect their
expedition plans for the summer, including
in particular the IOTA Contest. This is
really important.
Copies are available from the following
address: RSGB IOTA Programme, PO Box
9, Potters Bar, Hefts EN6 3RH, England.
Advance orders can be placed now. Prices,
inclusive of postage: for RSGB members
£9.99 (within the UK); for non-members
£11.49 (within the UK), US$19 or 30 IRCs
(rest of Europe), US$22 or 34 IRCs (airmail,
outside Europe). The RSGB can accept most
credit cards. For further information check
the RSGB website at www.rsgb.org or email sales@rsgb.org.uk .

CAST YOUR VOTE!

IOTA enthusiasts are invited to cast their
votes to nominate the winners of the RSGB
IOTA Awards for the Calendar Year 1999.
Three beautiful pearl shell trophies were
presented to the IOTA Committee in 1998
by well-known island activator Malcolm
Johnson, VK6LC. The purchase of high
quality replicas to be given annual winners
for retention was subsequently funded by
Victor Rusinov, UT8LL, a long term
supporter of IOTA.
The trophies are awarded annually to
DXpeditions judged to deserve special
recognition in the year in question. Each
person voting has three votes, one in each of
the following categories:
• the Most Courageous IOTA DXpedition
of the Year
• the Most Outstanding DXpedition of the
Year (Europe, Africa and Asia)
• the Most Outstanding DXpedition of the
Year (North America, South America

IOTA CONTEST 2000

A reminder that the IOTA Contest takes
place from 1200 UTC Saturday 29 July to
1200 UTC Sunday 30 July 2000. As this
contest now attracts more than 1000
participants, it is quite possible to work
during the 24 hours the 100 different IOTAs
required to qualify for the basic award. Full
details are at
http://www.g4tsh.demon.co.uk/HFCC/Rules
-2000/iota.htm .
If you plan to take part as an island station,
please check IOTA Directory 2000 to see
48

GENERAL TOP ICS
CLIPPERTON 2000 - THE STORY
Mike Goode, N9NS

Anyone who has tried to find operators for a
DXpedition knows what a job that can be.
By August we had a dozen commitments
and decided to make a formal announcement
that the trip was a go. After that of course,
we had some dropouts, and at one time were
down to nine. This caused some anxious
moments, however we eventually ended up
with thirteen members, twelve amateurs
with Willy/HB9AHL bringing his son.
Three of these had previously been to
Clipperton, John and myself in 1992
(FOOCI) and Willy in 1978 (FOOXA).
So far so good, the next steps were to try
and round up some funding and collect gear.
John and several of the DXpedition
members were able to collect enough funds
to buy most of the necessities - everything
from generators and tents to fans and table
lamps. We were fortunate to have support
from several manufacturers of amateur radio
equipment, notably ICOM loaned us six IC756PRO radios, Alpha loaned two Alpha 99
Amplifiers, and Cushcraft donated several
beam antennas.
By the departure date all the equipment was
gathered at John's home near Laughlin,
Nevada or at W6KK/Charlie's home near
Los Angeles. The ship was to depart the
docks at Fisherman's Landing, San Diego, at
9:00 AM on Wednesday, February 23rd. I
arrived at John's home a couple days early,
as did Mark/ON4WW, and helped load
equipment into his truck and Mark's rental
car. Things were packed pretty tight, but it
all fit in so we headed to San Diego in a
blinding rainstorm, a rare event in the
desert.
We head out
Tuesday February 22nd was a busy day, as
we loaded gear onto the Shogun and more of

In the beginning

Every adventure has a starting point and this
one is no exception. As one of the two
instigators of the Clipperton 2000 trip I
should say something on how it all got
started. Lets flashback to March 1992 and
the DXpedition to Clipperton organised by
WA2FIJ and NOAFW. That trip was my
first DXpedition, as it was for the other
organiser of the 2000 trip, John/N7CQQ.
That trip remained in our minds as a
pleasant experience, and we both got the
"DXpedition bug" to go on further trips.
Now move forward eight years to March of
1999 when my eye caught an article in the
local paper about an adventurer from
Indiana who was just leaving on a trip to Clipperton Island! It seems he is considered
the "most travelled man in the world"
having been to every place on this planet but
three, one of those was Clipperton and he
had chartered a ship to take him there (the
other two are Bouvet and the Parasol
Islands). A few weeks later I was on a trip
out west and stopped by at John's place and
showed him the newspaper article. That was
the beginning of the end - John had already
been thinking about heading another trip to
Clipperton and we talked it over at some
length. I was not real enthusiastic about it
but departed with the remark "if you can
keep the cost under $5000 I would go". Well
John jumped at that challenge and within a
couple months he had lined up a ship, the
Shogun which had already been reserved by
three tropical fish collectors who were
interested in going to Clipperton to collect
the rare Clipperton Angelfish. The time of
the charter was just what we wanted, late
February and the cost $75,000. This meant
if we could round up 12 hams to join the
collectors, the cost would be $5000 each.
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check things out. They were not happy with
the landing conditions, the surf being rather
rough, so it was decided to cruise around to
the east side to see if the conditions were
any better. So with all of us waiting
impatiently we circled the island. We
cruised about a half-mile offshore, which
gave us a good look at various features like
Clipperton Rock, two wrecked Mexican
fishing boats and the small shack at the
NASA site. Everywhere around the island
there were huge waves crashing onto the
reef! Sometimes they raised so high as to
obscure the island, and when they broke
they sent clouds of spray soaring downwind.
The sight of these waves and the mist
blowing across the island was sobering to
us, to say the least. We were beginning to
have second thoughts about whether this trip
was a good idea! We were committed to it
though, so eventually after the ship had
circled around to the original landing spot,
the captain announced we were going in
here. So at 1:20 PM local time (we stayed
on California time, PST) with life jackets
donned and a weak grin on their faces,
James, 9V1YC, Willy, HB9AHL and Bob,
K4UEE jumped into the Zodiac and with
Bruce the ship's co-captain piloting were
off! As the rest of us watched anxiously
from the ship they approached the reef then
disappeared briefly as a wave built up
behind them. Moments later they popped
back into view, dry and nearing the beach!
We all sighed in relief to see that the
landings could be accomplished safely. I
was on the third trip in and what a thrill it
was to approach the reef and watch the
waves build up then crash down. How
would we ever get through that I asked
myself. It was quite a ride, a quick rush on
top of the wave then boom we dropped
down onto the reef as Bruce skilfully
brought the launch up to the beach through a
small gap in the reef. It sounds easy but as
we found later it wasn't always that way!
Within an hour we had some of our gear and
six members on the island when a new

the DXpedition members arrived. The
captain said if we were all ready by that
evening, we could get under way at
midnight - a few hours early. That is what
we did, by seven everything was aboard and
the ship's two cooks fed us the first of many
excellent meals. At midnight we cast off and
with everyone on deck watching the city
lights we headed out of San Diego harbour.
It is about 1650 miles from San Diego to
Clipperton Island. At the ship's cruising
speed of 9 knots it takes a bit more than six
days to cover that distance. We were all
excited to be on the way. There was lots of
planning to do, computers to check out and
antennas to partially assemble so the time
passed pretty quickly. Our first equipment
failure occurred about 3 days out when the
only computer with our satellite information
crashed. This was nearly a death blow to our
satellite efforts, as ultimately we only
managed to catch one pass, on A0-10, and
made 11 contacts. To help pass the time we
set up a station on the ship and eventually
made several thousand contacts as
N9NS/MM. Everyone we talked to thanked
us for going and wished us well, a great
boost to our morale.
The landing and Clipperton greets us

Finally, at dawn on Tuesday February 29th,
leap year day, we sighted our destination.
"Sighted" is hardly the proper word as the
island is so flat all we could make out were
several groups of palm trees that appeared to
be growing out of the water and Clipperton
Rock, which loomed darkly on the horizon.
As everyone was on deck straining their
eyes to see details on the small island the
captain cruised around to the west side,
trying to find a spot he knew was suitable
for landing. It should be noted the Shogun
and its crew were no strangers to this place
as they go to Clipperton once or twice every
year on fishing charters. Also it was the ship
NASA chartered in 1996 as their support
ship during a 6-week scientific trip to the
island. By 9:00 AM the captain had found a
spot and sent in two crewmen in a launch to
14

IOTA CORNER
(February 2000)
IOTA REFERENCE NUMBERS
SA-021 LU7DSY/D Trinidad Island
ISSUED IN APRIL/MAY 2000
(February 2000)
A S -146/Prov B Y4 Shandong Province
SA-021 LU7VCH/D Trinidad Island
North East group (China)
(February 2000)
SA-087/Prov LU Santa Cruz Province North
SA-021 LU8DWR/D Trinidad Island
group (Argentina)
(February 2000)
SA-021 LU8EEM/D Trinidad Island
HAVE
WHICH
OPERATIONS
(February 2000)
ACCEPTABLE
PROVIDED
SA-021 LU8VCC/D Trinidad Island
VALIDATION MATERIAL
(February 2000)
AF-027 FH/TU5AX Mayotte Island
Note: This list includes operations where
(March-July 2000)
validation material was volunteered, i.e. not
AF-073 3V8BT Kerkenah Island, Kerkenah
specifically required for credit to be given.
Islands (March 2000)
In all cases, cards now submitted will be
AF-084 9G5MD Abokwa Island (April
accepted by Checkpoints if they meet
2000)

normal standards.

AS-132 XV5JY Cat Ba Island (May 2000)
AS-132 XV5TK Cat Ba Island (May 2000)
AS-132 XV5VE Cat Ba Island (May 2000)
NA-187 N6JV/P White Rock (April 2000)
OC-058 FK8KAB/P Surprise Isl,
D'Entrecasteaux Reefs (April 2000)
OC-069 P29VMS Lihir Island, Lihir Islands
(March 2000)
OC-076 YC8XNE Sulabesi Island, Sula
Islands (resident)
OC-076 YC8XWJ Sulabesi Island, Sula
Islands (resident)
OC-093 DU2/DL2GAC Batan Island, Batan
Islands (April 2000)
OC-120 DU1/DL2GAC Cuyo Island, Cuyo
Islands (April 2000)
OC-158 H44MS Mana Island, Florida
Islands (February 2000)
OC 176 FK8HA/P Loop Island, Chesterfield
Islands (April 2000)
OC 176 FK8VHY/P Loop Island,
Chesterfield Islands (April 2000)
OC-231 P29VMS Nissan Island, Green
Islands (March 2000)
SA-021 AY5E/D Trinidad Island (February
2000)
SA-021 L44D/D Trinidad Island (February
2000)
SA-021 LOOD/D Trinidad Island (February
2000)
SA-021 LU7DR/D Trinidad Island

WHICH
OPERATIONS FROM
VAUDATION MATERIAL IS AWAITED
AS AT 31 MAY 2000

AF-085/Prov ZS31ER Elephant Rock (April
2000)
AS-145/Prov E29DX Koh Nu (April 2000)
AS-146/Prov BI4L Changdao Island (May
2000)
NA-064 AL7RB/P Attu Island, Near Islands
(September 1999)
NA-155 TE6U Uvita Island (May 2000)
OC-202 DX4RIG Tinaga Island, Calagua
Islands (April 2000)
SA-050 CE8/R3CA Riesco Island (January
2000)
SA-087/Prov AYON/X Pinguino Island
(April 2000)
Note: Checkpoints are not authorised to
credit QSL cards for an operation where
validation is required.
HONOUR ROLL / ANNUAL LISTING

There has unfortunately been further delay.
This year's Honour Roll and Annual
Listings will now be published in the
August RadCom issued at the end of July.
The delay has been due to the need to give
priority to work on the new IOTA Directory.
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is there to do", Rose sighed. "I'm hungry.
Where do we eat?" (Unknown to Rose, I had
procured, at a reduced price, some army
surplus "meals, ready to eat" or MREs). I
was determined to see Rose ate well. "here
Rose, this looks good, chopped lamb liver in
cocktail sauce. And just for you, honey, I
brought along this bottle of Chateau
LeFrog".
Eating MREs, drinking LeFrog and
watching the sun go down over the ocean
was just breathtaking. Everything was going
so well and Rose was having such a good
time, I decided it was time to pop the
question. As I held her in my arms, looking
deeply into her eyes, I mustered all my
charm, personality, good looks, talent and
abilities and asked her THE question. "Rose,
will you help me put up an antenna so I can
work the CQ WW Contest this weekend?" I
asked.
Rose just sat there, her eyes closed. Hmm,
maybe she didn't hear me. "Rose, honey,
did you hear ..." I stammered. "Oh yes, I
heard you Jack, I was just surprised it took
you this long to ask. Yes, I will help you put
up the antenna and I will help you log. And
when we get home I will even help you with
the QSLs", she replied.
"What, you mean it Rose? You really don't
mind if I work the contest during our
vacation?" I exclaimed.
"Oh no, not at all Jack. But there is
something you should know. You received a
special delivery letter from the radio
authorities just before we left Knoxville. It
said your request for a licence had been
denied. The licence they mailed you earlier
was a mistake and they said it was
cancelled. I'm sorry Jack, I guess I was just
so excited about the trip, I forgot to tell
you".
"Jack, honey, you look pale, would you like
an MRE? How about some more Chateau
LeFrog?"

explained to Rose that this cruise was like
those "windjammer" cruises where everyone
helps with the sailing of the ship. "It will be
fun, Rose. We've never done anything like
this before. We met Captain Ron and Rose
was fascinated by his Australian accent.
There was an awkward moment when
Captain Ron mentioned in front of Rose that
he had received the box of equipment and
antennas I had sent. I explained to Rose that
I was concerned for her safety and just
wanted to make sure the ship had up-to-date
ship-to-shore equipment.
Captain Ron said it would take a couple of
days to sail to our private island, so we went
aboard and helped raise the sails and
weighed anchor (the anchor weighed about
600 lbs). Hey. we're on our way! I must
admit, it took my best salesmanship to
convince Rose that, on windjammer-type
cruises, the passengers help with the sailing
of the ship. Captain Ron told Rose we
would be eating at the captain's table that
night. To make a long story short, I
explained if she stayed in the Pacific, she
would acquire a taste for biltong, sea greens
and warm beer.
We soon arrived at our destination in the
Borborygmus Archipelago. Captain Ron
said our little island destination was called
Flatulence Island by the natives. I decided to
tell Rose it was called Exotic Breeze. Rose
was more than ready to leave the ship
because it didn't have a shower. But, that's
the fun of a windjammer cruise. You
become just like the crew — smell and all!
We had to take a smaller boat to the island.
Rose kept asking where the hotel was, but I
reminded her that I had chosen this island so
that we could be alone together, just she, me
and the sea. I soon had the tent set up and
Captain Ron moved the box containing the
generator and other "equipment" on to the
island. Rose was so overwhelmed at the
place that she just sat down and stared at the
surf "Isn't this just great honey? Let's go
for a walk on the beach", I said. "What else
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minutes they were nibbling on your fingers)
and the constant honking of all the birds
outside, well you get the picture. Few of us
slept at all, and when I got up around 5:00 I
found James, Mark and a couple others
already outside assembling an A3 beam in
the grey light before sunrise! Before long we
were all up and busy. What an interesting
experience it was trying to set up antennas
and tents that morning! The birds are
particularly active at sunrise and we had to
shout at each other to be heard over the
cacophony of noise. The combination of the
bright orange land crabs crawling around
everywhere on the otherwise barren
landscape added to the screeching of
thousands of birds made an almost surreal
setting. I kept asking myself, "is this really
happening or am I dreaming?"
We had decided not to start operation until
we had at least two stations ready to go. Our
goal was to have four stations, two at a
"SSB site" near our landing site, and two at
a "CW site" at our sleeping area. The two
sites were set up about 1150 feet apart to
reduce interference. This worked out well as
we had few interference problems, however
it was a nuisance having to walk and carry
stuff between the sites. Actually we didn't
have to carry too much as we had brought a
pair of large two-wheeled garden carts to
haul equipment around. One of our better
moves, these carts really earned their keep!
I should mention that walking about on
Clipperton is not easy. There are two types
of surfaces; one is very hard and the other
very soft. The hard surface is small coral
fragments cemented together, with a
covering of loose and very sharp pieces. It is
fairly level but easy to step on a loose piece
and turn your ankle or cut yourself on a
sharp edge. The other surface is sand, into
which the crabs have dug a virtual labyrinth
of burrows. When walking on this almost
every step is onto one of these burrows
which suddenly collapses several inches
down, throwing you off-balance.
To continue, by mid-afternoon we had tents,

menace appeared in the form of a line of
dark ominous-looking clouds approaching
from the east. Our worst fears were realised
when a few minutes later the wind picked up
and sheets of rain began falling. As we
struggled to put the first tent up the wind
and rain intensified. The intensity of these
tropical squalls can't be described, they must
be experienced to be believed. Visualise
yourself standing in front of an open fire
hydrant. For the next hour the six of us
endured periods of intense rain and near
hurricane force wind. The rain at times
struck us so hard the drops stung, we
thought it must be hail! It was all we could
do to hold on to the tent so it wouldn't blow
away. What a welcome!
Setting up

Finally about 3:30 the clouds parted, the
wind dropped and we were able to resume
the landing operations. By dark everyone
was ashore and about half our gear was
piled up on the beach. Two campsites, about
1150 feet apart, had been selected and we
had set up two tents with cots for sleeping.
At dark, about 7:00, we had our first
equipment failure. We had hauled one
generator to the island, and when we fired it
up it ran about five minutes and died. We
had four 5-kilowatt main generators and a
smaller backup, so we had to use our
"backup" generator from the start. Everyone
was exhausted so we crashed early with the
plan of starting assembly of the camp and
antennas at first light (about 5:30 AM). I
have camped a lot and under difficult
conditions at times and I must say this was
probably the worst night in my life. We
were lying uncomfortably on army cots with
no blankets or pillows. Many of us
including myself, had not gotten our
personal gear onto island, so we hadn't
washed or changed into dry clothes. So I
was wet, uncomfortable and freezing cold
all night as the wind was blowing briskly
through the tents. Add to this all the crabs
crawling about beneath the cots, (let your
arm drop off the cot and within a few
15

1 Cushcraft MA5B minibeam used
exclusively on RTTY (courtesy
Cushcraft)
• 1 6m beam (courtesy M2)
• 1 Butternut HF9V
• 1 K9AY inverted L for 75M

radios, antennas, and generators all
assembled at both sites and were ready to
go. We assembled about 4:00PM at the SSB
site where John was to make the symbolic
first contact. He picked 20 meters, 14.195 as
a starting point and who's melodious voice
did we hear on that frequency but good old
V31JP "Joe Palooka" (K8JP) talking to none
other than Pete/NOFW. Now the irony of
this is that Pete was one of the organisers of
the 1992 trip and held the license FOOCI. So
John broke in and put Pete in the log as the
first QSO for FOOAAA, and V31JP was the
second. And more ironic, on the 1992 trip
after our first QSO, which was with a KL7,
Joe/K8JP broke in on us and was the second
QSO for that Clipperton DXpedition as
well! That guy just will not leave us alone!
After those QSOs, which were logged at
about 0015Z on March 2nd, the band
exploded and John handed the mike to
Eddie/EA3NY then covered his ears
laughing as we all scattered to take up an
operating position. DougNE5RA took over
the second SSB station, opening up on 12
meters where he made 677 QSOs on his first
3-hour shift. There was a mad rush down to
the CW tent with James/9V1YC and
Mark/ON4WW running the fastest so they
became the first operators on CW. Also in
the SSB tent we set up the RTTY station,
with Doug/N6TQS doing all the operating
and a 6-meter station with Koji/JK7TKE
doing most of the work. Eventually we set
up a third CW station to give us an extra
station for low band work at night. A
breakdown of equipment in the two camps
looked like this:

•

CW site:
Radios:

• 2 ICOM IC-756PROs (courtesy ICOM)
• 1 Kenwood TS-850
Antennas:

•
•
•
•

1 A3WS
1 A3S
1 Battle Creek Special used on 160m
1 single HF2V for 40m (no 4 square)
(courtesy WOGJ)
• 1 Inverted L for 80m in coconut tree
(courtesy ON4WW)
• 1 Receiving antenna (like a combo
K9AY, EWE and Pennant, computer
enhanced by K6SE), built by ON4WW
Pileups forever!

To keep all the stations constantly manned it
was necessary to set up an operating
schedule. We had essentially ten operators
for the job, since N6TQS was operating
exclusively RTTY and JK7TKE was
manning the six-meter station with an
occasional shift in the SSB rotation. Four
stations running 24 hours per day means 96
hours of operating daily. This came out
pretty close to 9 hours per man, so James set
up daily schedules putting everyone on
three, three-hour shifts. This was quite a
chore as some people liked operating nights,
others days, some CW and some SSB but
somehow he managed without getting too
many complaints. The schedules quickly
became polarised according to each
individual's favourite mode, with K4UEE,
N9TK, ON4WW, 9V1YC and NOTT being
the CW men and HB9AHL, N7CQQ,
VE5RA, and EA3NY becoming the
"phonys" operating exclusively SSB.
Somehow I became the lone hybrid,
drawing both CW and SSB shifts.

SSB site:
Radios:

• 4 ICOM IC-756PRO's (courtesy ICOM),
• 2 for HF SSB, 1 for six meters & 1 for
ATTY.
Antennas:

•
•

1 A3WS (courtesy Cushcraft)
1 A3S (courtesy Cushcraft)
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The big South Pacific Cruise
Jack Goforth, K41BP
(this article was drawn to my attention by John G3OQB, and is reproduced with the kind
permission of Worldradio magazine)

Some hams have a hard time understanding
XYLs. Just last week the marriage counselor
(the one Rose and I have been seeing since
last month), suggested that I try and
understand Rose. He says she just thinks I
care more about Ham Radio than I do her.
Now this really seems silly to me. How
could Rose for one minute think love Ham
Radio more than her? Anyway, following
the advice of the counselor, I put all my ham
gear in a big box and shipped it away. I then
decided to take Rose on a vacation trip ... a
little cruise in the Pacific.
Rose has always wanted me to take her to
Hawaii, so I know she will be thrilled when
she finds out we are going to the South
Pacific. Heck, anybody can go to Hawaii,
but not everybody goes where we are going
- the Borborygmus Archipelago!
Because these islands are a little off the
trade routes, it was necessary to charter a
boat to take us to the island. But heck,
nothing is too good for my Rose. I can see
us now, sitting on the beach next to our little
tent, watching the sun set. Swimming,
fishing, sleeping in a hammock - Rose will
have a great time.
I haven't mentioned it to Rose, but I have
written the authorities to get an amateur
radio licence. Just in case, you know. This is
not the main thing, you understand. It's just,
if we have time ... that sort of thing ... no big
deal. I mean, if she is sleeping or something.
I just wouldn't want anyone to think that I
would want to go to this island just because
it hasn't got an IOTA number assigned yet
or may qualify under section "B" (separation
by water) as a new DXCC country. The trip
just happens to be the same week as the CQ
WW contest.

A Few Weeks Later.

"Rose, guess what sweetheart. I've got a
surprise for you. Because you mean so much
to me and I love you so much, I have
arranged to take you to a Pacific island for a
little vacation. I know you have always
wanted to go to KH6, oops, I mean Hawaii.
So just to let you know how much I care for
you, I am taking you on an Ocean cruise ...
from KH8, ah, I mean American Samoa, to
the Borborygmus Archipelago! It's all
arranged, I've bought the airline tickets. I've
chartered the boat, I mean cruise ship, and
I've arranged for a full ten-day stay at this
little tropical paradise with our own private
beach, on our own private island. How does
that sound?" I asked.
"Well, no .. the island doesn't have shopping
malls. No, no big hotels and restaurants.
But, honey, that's what you will like about
it. It's kind of remote ... private ... unique ...
not a lot of people to get in our way. We can
just enjoy the beach together. Just you and
me! Now pack your bags, for tomorrow we
leave the airport at 7.30am, arriving at Pago
Pago about 9.30am the next day. From there
we take our boat ...ah, cruise ship, to the
island. Oh, the name of the ship? It's called
the 'Kangaroo's Birthmark'. It's an
Australian vessel under Captain Ron
Dundee. I just know you will fall in love
with it. Rose, this will be a vacation you will
never forget", I explained.
Two Days Later.
We arrived in Pago Pago, but poor Rose was
so tired after the flight, she just wigged out.
We spent the night at the Royal Pagoda
Hotel. The next morning I found the boat, I
mean cruise ship, the "Kangaroo's
Birthmark" at the dock. I will say that the
boat, ah, cruise ship, was a little older than
expected, but the sails looked OK. I
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Countries

The table shows that number of QSOs that
each operator made with the 16 highest
volume countries. Both callsigns worked
over DXCC.
Country
JA
DL
UA
SP
UR
UA9
G (all)
OK
VE

F
EA
HA
OH
SM
Total

FW/G3SXW FW/G 3TXF
4,231
2 600
1 289
847
542
520
489
459
455
422
247
287
232
202
256
245

3,012
2.472
1.303
616
364
534
332
285
439
468
142
254
141
119
251
230

102

111

Travel

The journey to Wallis from London required
four consecutive flights : London to
Vancouver, Vancouver to Honolulu,
Honolulu to Nandi (Fiji), and Nandi to
Wallis. We left London mid-afternoon on
the Monday (8 May) and arrived in Wallis,
somewhat dazed, 36 hours later on the
Wednesday afternoon. We were met at
Wallis airport by Guy FW5ZL (the only
active ham on Wallis) and the Hotel
Albatros proprietor. The hotel was literally
only 100m from the main-gate of the airport.
Within a few minutes of our arrival we were
unpacking equipment and assembling the
two beams in the sweltering heat. The FW
expedition had begun.

We had hand-carried two stations as well as
the two beams, but three packages
containing the two linears as well as the
spare IC-735 rig and accessories had been
sent by courier some two weeks early. The
concept of door-to-door courier delivery has
not quite reached Wallis yet, and it required
a half a day of being taken from one
administrative office to another to be able to
get hold of the three boxes which were
stored in customs at Wallis airport. The first
QSOs were at about 0530z (5.30pm local)
on Wednesday 10 May and first night's
operation was barefoot.
There are flights from Fiji to Wallis (and
back) only once a week. So it was exactly
two weeks (and nearly 28k CW QSOs) later
that we returned to the same airport for the
long journey home. The route home was to
take us to Fiji, Brisbane and Singapore. The
timetables meant that we had to overnight in
both Fiji and Brisbane. This gave us the
opportunity for the first time to take a close
look at the FW logs as well as to catch up on
some rest. The overnight stay in Fiji was
uneventful despite there being a coup on at
the time.
We arrived at Heathrow (completing the
round-the-world trip) early on the Saturday
morning (27 May) having left Wallis on the
previous Wednesday afternoon. On arriving
home the E-mail in-trays were found to be
already bursting with requests for FW QSLs
and there were heaps of incoming QSLs on
the doormat. The travel and QSO-making
part of the FW trip were now over, but the
QSLing work had only just begun.
Over 3,300 QSLs (or 12% of the QSO total)
had already been despatched in response to
both direct and E-mail QSL requests within
four weeks of arriving back after an amazing
CW DX-trip to FW.

each camp filled with cold drinks and we
never lacked something to eat. Twice a day
they would send in hot meals, and usually
one of them would come onto the island to
check that we had enough. I gained two
pounds on the trip! We even had live music
as Renato, Willy's son, brought his bongo
and digeridoo to play for us.
It was also Monday when our "Marathon
Man" DougIVE5RA made his attempt to set
the record for circumnavigating the island.
He donned his running shoes and at
precisely 1:00 PM started off in the
direction of Clipperton Rock. Shortly after
2:00 he reappeared approaching from the
opposite direction and crossed our makeshift
start/finish line at 2:17, thus setting a new
record of 1 hour and 17 minutes to complete
the approximately six and one-half mile
circuit around the island. Everyone
congratulated Doug on a fine effort and as
we celebrated over cold beers he
commented "that was the worst ground I
ever had to run over!" Second place for
circumnavigating the island goes to our
other Doug - N6TQS who made it in about
3-1/2 hours. Note - no one knows what the
old record was.

For the next several days it seemed all we
did was operate and sleep, operate and sleep,
with an occasional meal thrown in. After
spending the first two days on the island
setting up with practically no sleep, all of us
were very tired so were hitting the sack
every chance we got. I had the additional
assignment of seeing that the generators
were fuelled up. So often in between
operating shifts I was hauling gasoline
between camps and feeding generators.
James arranged shifts so we sometimes had
two in a row and I often ended up with one
on CW and the second on SSB, usually late
at night. So I would haul empty gasoline
cans over to the SSB site where I filled them
and hauled them back when my shift was
over. This was particularly challenging at
night with only a small flashlight for
guidance as it was kind of tricky finding a
smooth path for the cart. The route had to
cross both soft sand and rough coral, not to
mention dodging dozens of sleeping birds.
Several times I was stumbling along half
asleep and ran into one which rudely jolted
wide awake by loud squawking and a peck
on the leg!
Our first day of operating was Wednesday
March 1st, after 5 days of this routine we
were beginning to get rested up so by
Monday the 6th we were feeling energetic
enough to do some sightseeing and other
things. Most of us slept at the CW site, and
the original set-up placed the generators
near the sleeping tent. Even if you are very
tired it is not easy to sleep with two engines
roaring away nearby. So on Monday, when
we had to shut them down for an oil change,
I used the down time to rearrange the power
cords and moved the generators much
farther away from camp. Several
commented later they were getting much
more rest. About this time we also put up
some tarpaulins to give us a shady spot to sit
and socialise and to eat. And eat we did! I
must mention how well our two cooks, John
and Mark from the Shogun kept us in food
and drink. There were always two coolers at

Exploring our QTH

There are some interesting things to see on

the island. Not too far from our camps was
the largest grove of coconut trees on the
island. Within this grove are the remains of
buildings built by the US Navy during
World War 2. Relics of this occupation are
scattered in other places around the island in
the form of old machinery and a large ammo
dump. The latter consisting of piles of
rusting 40mm and 20mm cannon shells and
.50 calibre machine gun ammunition! Also
interesting to explore is Clipperton Rock, a
remnant of the volcano the island formed
around. The Rock is about 320 feet long by
120 feet wide and rises 69 feet above sea
level. It is rather grotesquely eroded, with
many crevices and actual caves. Koji, John
(the cook) and I explored one of these caves,
starting at the base by the lagoon we wedged
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ourselves upward about 50ft, only to end up
in a large crevice that led nowhere, so we
had to crawl back down to get out! On
another side we found a way to the top, a
rather precarious climb to the spot where
Mexico kept a navigation light around 1900.
There were other things of interest that were
much more recent. On the islands side
opposite from our camp was a small hut, all
that was left of the site were in 1996 NASA
set up a radar station at the request of the
French Government to track the first firing
of the Mane 5 rocket from French Guinea.
After six weeks of preparation, the NASA
crew had nothing to do as the rocket went
off course and was blown up 12 seconds
after launch! On the beach near the NASA
site was a shipwrecked Mexican fishing
boat. Named the Lily Marie it is one of two
that are wrecked on the island. The other
was much closer to our camp, and named
the Oco. Nothing is known about them. The
Shogun crew told us they were not there
when NASA was on the island. We found
some graffiti on the old navy ruins
mentioning the ships' names with dates in
February and September 1997, so perhaps
that's when they were wrecked. I boarded
the Oco and looked around but there is
nothing much of interest. Everything useful
had been either stripped out or washed
overboard. On the beach was the ship's
fishing net, now just a huge tangled mess of
green and white monofilament nylon line. I
found in it a souvenir, a large stainless steel
snaphook used for holding the net to a float.
Speaking of floats, there are dozens of round
plastic ones lying on the beaches, but not far
from the Oco I found a large green glass
one, a real prize!

all but the bare essentials necessary to keep
some stations going into the next day.
Everything but the tents, antennas and one
generator were taken down and hauled to the
landing site. This took until mid-afternoon,
so FOOAAA was off the air for about ten
hours that day. That night I think everyone
felt both sad that it was over and happy that
we were leaving. I suspect if given a choice,
we all would have voted to stay two or three
more days. That night we decided to shut
down for good at 10:00 AM or 1800Z the
next day. As the hour approached we all
gathered around the SSB tent to watch John
make the last QSO. As for the first QSO he
chose 20 meters, but had to tune around a bit
to find a clear spot, ending up near the
IOTA hangout of 14260 where he found a
station on Revilla Gigedo Island XF4LWY. A fitting end perhaps, one rare
island talking to another we thought as John
broke a pileup for the last FOOAAA contact.
After that we began taking everything down
and hauling gear to the landing site, or
should I say departure site? Things went
fairly smoothly until mid-afternoon. The
tide was going out and the water over the
reef was getting very shallow when it
became my turn to get in the launch and
head back to the Shogun.
Let me describe more carefully the landing
conditions on Clipperton and the way the
Shogun crew handled it. The island is
completely surrounded by a reef, which
extends on average 100 yards out from the
shore as a level shelf, "level" here meaning
plus or minus a couple feet as the coral
surface is not very smooth. The seaward
side of this shelf ends with an abrupt dropoff to a depth of 40 feet or more. Waves
approach from the ocean about ten to twelve
seconds apart, and when they encounter this
abrupt change in depth they rise rapidly to
an almost vertical wall of water six to eight
feet high, then crash violently down onto the
reef shelf. This happens over a distance of
less than 50 feet. To get away from the
island it is necessary to pass through this

Our last QSO and, for some, an
exciting departure

We had to depart the island the afternoon of
Wednesday March 8th. We anticipated it
would be slow and difficult to get off the
island, so in order to be sure we could get
away in time we started breaking camp at
daybreak on the 7th. We intended to remove
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work EU, but without any propagation. The
spectral distance between 24.9MHz and
28.0MHz made a huge difference to
propagation.
At the other end of the spectrum 30m, 40m
and 80rn were also difficult or impossible
for EU. On 30m the 18z grey-line gave
useful propagation as far west as Ukraine,
whereas the 0530z grey-line allowed a few
stations at the south western edge of Europe
(EA7, CT) to put good signals into FW for a
short period. However for the bulk of EU
stations located between these two extremes,
30m was usually a difficult QSO.
A handful of EUs were worked on 40m, but
usually only those with substantial antennas.
There was no EU propagation on 80m. The
occasional visits to 80m by FW/G3SXW
usually coincided with either a JA grey-line
or, more often, with a W6/W7 grey-line.
The demands of the HF bands precluded the
complete tracking of the North American
grey-lines from East to West. It was
impossible to be in two places at the same
time. It was a choice between high EU rates
on HF or running a trickle of grey-line W's
on the LF bands.

0530z grey-line being the most useful for
Europe. The daily routine was to operate
from late afternoon (hopefully having had
some sleep during the middle of the day)
right through until after breakfast the
following day. There was no need for any
lunch as this was usually sleeping time.
The 'working-day' started a few hours before
dinner (at 7.30pm local) and finished with
breakfast at about 8.30am local. The 7.30pm
dinner slot (0730z) was not a good time to
be leaving the radio, and some efforts were
made to vary dinner times. However given
the fact that we were only eating twice a
day, there was no question of cancelling our
main meal of the day. Both stations had
been set up in one bungalow which made for
better communication between the
operators, particularly when it came to
tracking propagation.
The two HF beams were about 60ft apart.
There was some inter-station interference
although this was greatly reduced by the use
of Dunestar filters. The untimely demise of
one of the two TS-570DG's was a nuisance
because the IC-735 caused/received more
inter-station interference than the more
modern TS-570DG's with their built-in
ATUs etc.

Regional Analysis

Despite being on the 'other side of the world'
every effort was made to make best use of
any openings to Europe, where the demand
for FW is higher than in other regions. Both
operators achieved about 50% EU QSOs.
Unfortunately the timing of the FW trip was
not good for LF openings to Europe with
there being no common darkness with
Western Europe.

Spectrum

There were frustrations at both ends of the
spectrum. Whereas 24MHz was opening to
Europe for several hours on end on most
days, the openings to Europe on 28MHz
were much rarer. It was frustrating for
FW/G3TXF often to be asked on 24MHz:
"when QSY 28MHz?" while FW/G3SXW
was actually already on 28MHz trying to
Region
Europe
N America
Asia
Others

FW/G3SXW
48.4%
29.0%
20.5%
2.1%
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FW/G3TXF
50.2%
25.4%
22.6%
1 8%

A CW DXpedition to Wallis

—

FW

Roger Western G3SXW (g3sxw@compuserve.com ) and Nigel Cawthorne G3TXF
(g3bcf@compuserve.com)

FW/G3SXW and
operated as
We
FW/G3TXF from 11 May to 23 May 2000
from Wallis Island (OC-054), making a total
of 27,966 CW QSOs (net of dupes).

on all bands from 80m to 10m, with
FW/G3SXW (15,201 Q's) operating on the
usual HF bands, and FW/G3TXF (12,765
Q's) working exclusively on the WARC
bands.

This was a two-station CW-only operation
80m

40m

30m

20m

17m

15m

12m

10m

Total

163

922

2,023

4,055

5,282

6,167

5,460

3,894

27,966

used by the FW8ZZ expedition in August 99
and also because it was mentioned by
Cedric HB9HFN (FW5FN) as being the best
ham/acconunodation/QTH on the island.

Equipment

Three stations were taken on the FW-trip :
two Kenwood TS-570DG's and an ancient
Icom IC-735 as standby. The antennas were
(a) A3S for the three HF bands, (b) A3WS
for the three WARC bands and (c) an HF2V
for 40m and 80m. The two beams were each
installed on 6m long scaffold poles. When
necessary the beams were turned by hand. In
general North' was the main direction.
However the USA was at about 50° whereas
JA was at about 325°. Europe was sprawled
between about 320° and 5°.

The proprietor of the small (seven rooms)
Hotel Albatros could not have been more
helpful. He provided every assistance with
antennas, helping us with sorting out the
Licence and generally being amazingly
supportive to two crazy English radio hams
who had come to Wallis with no purpose
other than making thousands of CW QSOs.
Licences

The plan was to have two fully operational
stations, one on the normal HF bands and
the other on the WARC bands. It was
fortunate that a standby rig had been taken
because a brand new Kenwood TS-570 DG
failed after only a few days. Two Ameritron
AL-811X linears (the smaller 3x811A
version) were used to boost the output.

Contact had been established with the local
P&T prior to departure, and it had been
confirmed that licences would not be a
problem. And indeed they were not. It
would have been possible to obtain 'local'
callsigns (e.g. FW5SX or whatever) but the
FW/home-call option was preferred, because
this reduces almost to zero the number of
(time-wasting) "QSL via?" queries
generated in the pile-ups.

Accommodation

Despite being a luscious island in the
Pacific, Wallis is definitely not a 'tourist'
location. There are virtually no beaches on
the island, and there is only a limited
amount of accommodation. In fact the
official Website says that there are less than
50 'guest-beds' on the island. We stayed at
the Hotel Albatros which is just next to the
small airport on the northern side of Wallis.
We chose this location because it had been

Operating

The majority of the operating in FW was
done during the hours of darkness (06z 18z). Wallis is +12 hours ahead of GMT
which makes for 'back-to-front' days,
especially if you are trying to stay up all
night to run the pile-ups! The grey-lines
were also times not to be missed, with the
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launch and it was pushed by two crewmen
out towards the opening in the reef. With the
water so shallow over the reef we had to
move particularly far out, where we stayed
for ten or fifteen minutes waiting for a
smaller set of waves to come in. Finally
Bruce, our captain said "After the next one"
and when the wave broke we were shoved
out into the deeper water. He put the motor
down, started it and off we went - for a
couple feet -THE MOTOR STALLED! As
Jim and I turned and watched Bruce
frantically pulled and pulled the starter.
After what seemed an eternity the engine
caught, we turned around and were face-toface with a ten-foot high wall of water!
Bruce gunned the motor but before we could
say "aw sh*t!" we were buried. The
experience was very similar to jumping off a
high diving board and landing flat on your
stomach! We were first smashed flat by the
falling water then nearly washed out of the
launch. Fortunately all three of us managed
to hang on! This first wave pushed us back
over the reef, so we couldn't use the motor.
The launch was turned sideways and as the
two other crewmen rushed over to try and
move the boat back away from the edge we
got hit a second time. Jim and I jumped out
and helped move the boat out of danger, and
we were a sorry looking bunch as we
dragged it, now full of water, back to the
beach. After reaching the shore and
collecting our wits we checked that
everybody was still in one piece and that
most of our gear, now rather soggy, was still
with us. After consulting with the Shogun,
Bruce decided we could not risk another trip
until the tide turned and the water over the
reef got deeper. Unfortunately low tide was
at 3:00, not for another hour. So the seven of
us sat on the beach and waited in the hot sun
for three hours. There was no shade, but
fortunately we had one cooler with cold
drinks! I sorted through the camp equipment
and decided the crab fencing and two pushup poles could stay to cut down on the
number of trips out to the ship.

dangerous 50-foot wide "surf" zone between
waves. With the waves arriving 10 to 12
seconds apart there is only a five or six
second window when this can be done
without being flipped over or buried under
tons of water!
The technique we used took advantage of a
narrow notch or opening in the reef which
extended shoreward about 50 feet. The
water depth over the reef shelf was usually
less than 3 feet. Not enough to safely run the
outboard motor. So the launch had to be
manually pushed out to the edge of the reef.
Of course you can not go right out to the
edge of the reef where the waves were
breaking. Fortunately in this notch the water
was somewhat deeper, so the launch would
be pushed out to the edge of this notch, and
then shoved out into the opening just as a
wave broke. The operator then could lower
the motor, start it and zoom through the
danger zone before the next wave built up.
The Shogun crew mastered the technique
pretty well. While we were on the island
there was only one accident when the
Zodiac got sideways and was flipped over.
Fortunately no one was hurt and all we lost
was a day's rations of drinks.
With the above in mind you can understand
we were all a bit nervous when it became
our turn to don the life jackets and climb
into the launch for a departure. The first
several trips went without incident. There
was one close call as the launch was a bit
late and climbed up the face of an
approaching wave, then went airborne for a
few seconds. DougNE5RA was on that ride
and got smacked in the face by something.
The whole left side of his head was swollen
up for several days.
So about 1:30 PM there were four of us
remaining on the island, myself (N9NS),
Jim, N9TK, Mark/ON4WW, and Eddie,
EA3NY along with our personal gear and a
few pieces of camp equipment. At this time
the tide was going out and the water over
the reef was less than a foot deep. Jim and I
loaded ourselves and our gear into the
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band/mode)?" and "When will the logs be
available on the Website"?
So our pilot stations were right in the middle
of the action, from their own homes! Both
say they were very busy, but are satisfied
they provided an important part of the
operation.

At last Bruce decided to try again, we were
pushed out and sat near the edge of the reef
at least twenty minutes before we gave up.
The waves were just too close together. We
went back and waited another thirty minutes
before trying a third time. This time we
were able to find a space, just barely! We
roared out of the notch in the reef and
climbed a wall of water as the next wave
built up. Zooming over the top of the wave
the boat went airborne briefly before coming
down with a bang that jolted us all. When
we reached the Shogun Jim and I assured
our colleagues we were OK and headed for a
hot shower! Fortunately Mark and Eddy
made it out on the next run without much
trouble, and about 5:30 the Shogun weighed
anchor and we headed north.

The I-o-n-g trip back

So the adventure was over, well almost.
Now we had to endure the cruise of six days
and seven nights back to civilisation. It
seemed to last forever. On the way down we
were all excited as there had been lots of
planning to do, computers to check out and
antenna assembly to keep us busy. The
return was anticlimactic. We were all burned
out and just wanted to get home. You can
only sleep so much, and after a while even
watching movies on the VCR got boring.
On about the fourth day Bob/K4UEE
suggested we keep saying to ourselves "only
three more hours" and it will be only "X"
number of hours until we reach port. Then
you could say the same thing over, only this
time it was "X-3" hours. Silly as this seems
it helped pass the time, as did the one
exciting incident on the return trip.
It was Sunday night, March 12th about 1:20
in the morning when suddenly the engines
stopped. When you have spent several days
getting used to the roaring of the two
diesels, the sudden quiet immediately gets
your attention. I went up to the main deck,
along with a couple others to see what was
up. I was greeted by the strong smell of
burning rubber at the top of the steps, and
looking towards the stern I could see clouds
of white smoke billowing out of the engine
room hatch! Now this is something you
don't want to see when you are a thousand
miles out to sea! Several crew members
were there talking among themselves and
staring down into the engine room. Dan the
ship's engineer was nodding his head and
saying he was sure he knew what the
problem was. It was decided the smoke was
too thick to try and go down into the engine

And while we were out there...
I must mention our pilot stations, an

important part of any major DXpedition in
this Y2K age. While we were concentrating
on our activity on the island we knew that
feedback from the other end of the pileups
would be important. From the start
Jay/W2IJ was involved in the project and
volunteered (was appointed?) to be our pilot
station to act as the liaison between us and
our families and the DX community. With
the help of Alex/PAI AW (who volunteered
to be our European pilot) Jay gathered
feedback from DXers around the world and
relevant information was passed on to us on
the island. Going the other way we could
make the DX community aware of what we
were doing by means of the excellent
Website provided by Doug/N6RT, and
bulletins provided by Jay and Alex to the
packet network and various DX reflectors
and newsletters. While we were travelling
down they were being asked when will
they be active?" While on the island the
questions were: when will they be on suchand-such band?" "Why don't they work
more (your call area)" "How much longer
will they be there?" And on our way home
they took the usual complaints like: "Why
didn't they work more (your favourite
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FT1000MP, FL2100 linear, Heil
Headset, MFJ Voice keyer
Log: SuperDuper DXpedition by EI5DI
(see www.ei5di.com)
(blue
Amplifier on 15
Failures:
smoke; what do you expect
from a 23 year old !)
Propagation on six metres
(beyond my control )
Successes: The weekend

The 80/40m dipole was 20 feet high next to
the hut. For six metres I set up a 3 element
beam, had a beacon running constantly and
only managed two contacts ! Such is the
magic of six ! Thanks Dave MM1ATY and
Andy MM1CXE.
Inside the but was a huge solid table with a
padded stool, very comfortable even after 40
hours. The FT1000MP and an old battered
amplifier gave me a good 200watts out and
all was well. For logging I used the new
version of SuperDuper by Paul, EI5DI,
which is written for DXpeditions. A
wonderful tool which even allowed me to
import names from my home log so that I
could greet those I had worked before
personally. The use of the Master database
of callsigns is also a great aid in confirming
very weak or difficult calls; this shows up in
real time.
The first hour on 20m put 126 stations in the
log, and so it continued for the next 52
hours. Band conditions were not great and
on 80/40 it was hard to work into the UK
even with the dipole at 20 feet. Sometimes
static noise running at S5 stopped me
hearing the weaker stations. QSOs always
seem to take so long on 80/40 and I felt
sorry for the people patiently waiting to call.
I think a little lesson I have learned is that if
the DX station is working fast and keeping
things short it is for a reason, maybe we
should listen and match our QSO style to
his. The others waiting would be thankful.
By 17.00 on Sunday I had managed 2502
contacts, 8 hours sleep, and 3 hours just
staring at the natural beauty.
As you would expect there are so many
people I have to thank. This was not a one
man expedition, more like a hundred and
one ! Thank you for helping me operate
from paradise in the north west corner of
Scotland.

HF:

FACTS AND FIGURES

Country

Contacts

Germany
Italy
Russia
England
Poland
USA
Belgium
Sweden
Scotland
Japan
(UK)
Wales
N.I
Eire
Guernsey
IOM

23
3
13
1
1

350
301
205
178
108
92
68
54
51
48

Total number of different countries
contacted 85
Band
80m
40m
20m
17m
15m
6m

Contacts
99
278
2099
3
26
2

Countries
18
22
80
3
14
1

max 127 per hour, average 1
QSO rate:
per minute over 40 hours
Best opening, early Sunday morning into
North and South America and Japan

Equipment

THANK YOU EVERYONE!

6m: IC746 100w to 3 element Yagi at 6m

AGL

Jim
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below freezing on the island.
Andrew and Paul rose early and it wasn't
long before they had a good pile-up going
on 20m once again. The Sunday morning
was also bright and sunny, though still
windy. We had been exceptionally lucky
with the weather.
Dismantling and QRT

By mid-afternoon on the Sunday we had
made well over 2000 QSOs, nearly 1500 of
which were on 20m. The QSO rate dropped
off dramatically, suggesting that most IOTA
chasers who were active that weekend had
now worked us. Many of the QSOs made on
other bands were with the same stations we
had worked earlier on 20m. It seemed a
good time to pack up. Although it is always
quicker to dismantle a station than to set it
up, it took considerably longer than I
thought to get everything down to the quay
again: the 'buzz' from operating had
temporarily caused me to forget how long
and tiring that walk up and down the hill
was! By the time the last piece of equipment
was down at the landing steps, Owie was
pulling alongside in the tender.
Back at Tynrhos, Val, perhaps (though
erroneously) thinking that we hadn't eaten at
all for 36 hours, had prepared an enormous
meal which we nevertheless managed to
finish, after which it was down to the pub to
discuss "where do we go next?"

This DXpedition showed that you can have
great fun and make a good number of QSOs
in a short space of time without it costing a
fortune. The cost per head was well under
£100, including accommodation, petrol,
meals and even beer, and only necessitated
taking half a day of leave from work. We
are indebted to a number of individuals and
groups who helped to make the DXpedition
a success. These are:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Jim, G3RTE - for the loan of the
generator
Neville, G3NUG, and the RSGB IOTA
Committee - for the loan of the Yaesu
FT-900
Stevenage and District Amateur Radio
Society - for the loan of the operating
tent
CDXC - for the use of the club callsign
The Five Star DX Association - for the
use of the Dunestar filters
Owie and Meirion Lloyd-Jones - for
transportation
Chris, GW4VAG, and Val Green of
Tynrhos, Mynytho, Pwllheli - for good
simple accommodation and hearty meals
at the right price
Tony, GW4VEQ, and Martin, G3ZAY for logistical help.

Thank you all. See you from some other
location next year.

Summer Isles Expedition, MMOBQI/P, EU092, SC10
Jim Martin, MMOBQI, (MMOBQI@Compuserve.com)

I have no superlatives left to describe this
piece of paradise on our doorstep. I am
writing this early on the 19th of June and
my first waking thought was when can I go
back. I met Bill at the pier and quickly
moved the four flight cases and all the
antenna gear on to the good ship Patricia.
Goodbye EU005 and HELLO EU092 !
The operating position, a large wooden but

(20ft x 12ft), overlooked the bay and the
snow capped mountains in the distance. The
five-band vertical, a ten-year-old Hustler
5BTV, was mounted 14 feet above the
ground with two radials per band. SWR on
the analyser was less than 1.8 on all bands
(preparations in the back garden had paid
off) I had enough coax to get the vertical
near the waters edge which made a huge
difference.

room, and all we could do was wait until it
cleared before inspecting the damage.
Someone came over and assured all of us
passengers that there was no fire and the
ship was not in any danger. Hardly
reassuring with all the smoke pouring out of
the ship's innards, but since the crew didn't
tell us to "man the lifeboats" we felt a little
better. Just the same those of us who were
awake could not go back to sleep. After an
hour Dan and Norm, the captain, went
below to inspect the damage. They reported
it could be repaired, and after drifting about
4 hours the starboard engine was re-started,
to our relief. At least now we could get
home, albeit a little late. A little before
noon, the port engine was started and the
captain assured us the problem was fixed
and we would reach San Diego on time.

The excitement, the victories and hardships
were all behind us. The question that is
always asked - was it worth it? With over
75,000 QSOs in the log the answer has to be
a resounding YES. We went there to put
Clipperton Island in as many hams' logs as
possible. I think we succeeded. Now on to
the next one....

Briefly what happened was the flexible
rubber pipe connecting each engine's
exhaust manifold to the exhaust ports on the
stem of the ship overheated. This was due to
the failure of a water pump which pumps
sea water into the engine exhaust manifolds
to cool the exhaust. The hoses on both
engines blistered and cracked, but were
designed to withstand very high
temperatures so did not catch fire. The water
pump was repaired and the ship had one
spare hose, which replaced the damaged one
on the starboard engine. The port side hose
was patched with epoxy and fibreglass.

Here are per-day QSO numbers which
include CW, SSB, RTTY, 6m, SAT, and
PSK.

Eventually our "only three hours until 3-X
hours" became "only three hours" until we
reach port. At 6:00 AM on March 14th we
headed into San Diego harbour. We were
not quite done, as it was necessary to check
through Customs and Immigration who, we
found out, don't open until 8:00 AM. So we
sat at anchor passing more hours before
checking in. All was in order so at 9:00 am
the Shogun pulled up to its berth at
Fisherman's Landing. Now the adventure
really was over. All that remained was to
unload the ship then shake hands one more
time as each member departed for home.

Operators:

73/DX/Mike/N9NS
INFO ON QSO'S

The 14,136 QSOs in one day was calculated
on a 24 hour basis, from about 0015Z on 2
March to 0014Z on 3 March, not exactly 02
March 0000Z until 02 March 2359Z, hence
the difference, 13,863 vs14,136. 14,136 is
the more accurate number for first 24 hours
of operation. Total time of operation was
about 6 days and 18 hours.

Day 1:
Day 2:
Day 3:
Day 4:
Day 5:
Day 6:
Day 7:
Total:

13,863
12,826
12,020
11,385
10,918
7897
6197
•

75,106

Eddie
EA3NY
N9NS
Mike
HB9AHL Willy
N9TK
Jim
JK7TKE
Koji
NOTT
Charlie
K4UEE
Bob
ON4WW Mark
Doug
N6TQS
VE5RA
Doug
N7CQQ
John
James
9V1YC
And Renato (Willy's son)

We were all tired and glad it was all over.
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WHITE ROCK — 2000, N6JV/P NA-187
Norman Wilson N6JV (homepage: http://home.attnet/—n.wilson/index.htm)

equipment and operators to and from the
rock. It occurred to us that a tow from the
water taxi could save a lot of time as it takes
me 45 minutes to get to the rock from the
harbour dock. This is not a fun 45 minutes
sitting in a Zodiac surfing the swells.

In the beginning. In March 2000, Martin
Atherton, G3ZAY, was planning his annual
pilgrimage to the International DX
Convention in Visalia, California. He had
planned to do some operating in the Channel
Islands before the convention and the
subject came up about the possibility of
going to White Rock, NA-187. Ray Benny,
N6VR, indicated that he was interested in
the project and as his father lived in the San
Luis Obispo area, he could provide
logistical and operating help. I and my
older son had done White Rock three years
previously and indicated that there should be
no problem getting permission. The
weather was the only obstacle. I had tried to
return to White Rock the summer before last
and the rock was occupied by many
California sea lions. We had learned much
about landing on the rock from our first trip
and I had constructed a waterproof container
for the gear. We called it the "POD". My
Zodiac was in good shape, so all we needed
was people and some good luck. I obtained
permission for the try, so everyone started
making reservations and travel plans.

The best laid plans.

On Tuesday the truck was packed with all
the gear. The weather was beautiful in
Sacramento but I happened to notice a
weather report on TV. There was a large
storm heading our way from the Gulf of
Alaska. It was too late now to wait for a
better time to go so all we could do is hope
for the best. About 5 hours later, my wife,
Mary, and I arrived at our motel in Pismo
Beach. We quickly met N6AWD, who had
come over for 2 days to help out. Martin
and Ray arrived soon after and we all went
out for dinner. We hoped that this was not
our last meal. Before dawn, we were ready
to go and everyone headed to the harbour, 5
miles away. Ray brought his father's ShopVac with him and this worked great for
inflating the Zodiac quickly. We got the
boat in the water with all the gear and
Martin and I headed for the rock. Ray had
to get his boat registered, so he planned to
meet us on the rock. After 45 minutes we
arrived and were not pleased with the
conditions. The weather was very nice, but
that storm out to sea was sending us 6 foot
swells that crashed into the rock with great
force. We decided that it would be best to
try later and hope things got better. Back to
the harbour. In the afternoon we hired the
harbour patrol to take us all out to the rock
to check on conditions and give the others a
close up of what they were in for.
The Old Men in the Sea.
The next day, Thursday, we headed early for
the harbour to try again. On the way we
stopped at the cliff near the rock to look at
conditions. They were no better and it was

The Devil in the details.

E-mails started burning up the Internet.
Ideas were thrown about as soon as someone
had one. I had all we needed to do a simple
operation. I had the boat and motor, a new
IC-706 Mk II transceiver, the antenna we
had used on the rock before and a
waterproof container to hold all the gear and
heavy duty battery. I figured I could get this
gear and some operators on the rock and
back without getting killed. Beyond that, I
could make no promises. Ray was trying to
figure out how to get more power on the
rock so we could operate longer. In trying
to find a way to have a generator, he
purchased a small inflatable boat and motor.
Fred, N6AWD, provided a portable
generator. Ray also talked to the Water Taxi
Service at the harbour who could help bring
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whatsoever between the two stations. We
were logging on two laptops, running the
K lEA CT program in 'DXpedition mode'.
It was the CQ WPX CW contest the
weekend we were on St Tudwal's, so Paul
planned to operate a little CW on the
WARC bands. Although the MCO prefix
would undoubtedly have been very popular
with the contesters, we felt there was little
point in going to the trouble of activating
EU-106 only to work contesters who wanted
the prefix, rather than the IOTA location after all, we could have operated as
MCOCDX from Chris's station, with a big
beam, far more easily! It transpired that
although conditions seemed to be very good
on 20m, they were poor on the higher bands
and it was not possible to run much of a
pile-up - on either SSB or CW - on any band
other than 20m.
The wind still showed no sign of abating. At
times the tent seemed to be in danger of
taking off and flying into the sea and had to
be held down with rocks. Still, we received
weather reports from other UK stations
which suggested that we were in the only
part of the country which was not suffering
from torrential rain. It would have been very
miserable indeed to be in that exposed
location if it was raining heavily.
We each had a good share of the 20m pileups. They continued late into the evening
and we planned an overnight operating
schedule. Paul and Andrew went to their
tents to try to get some sleep and I remained
in the operating tent. However, by midnight
I was finding it almost impossible to make
any more QSOs - no-one active on 80m
seemed to be interested in IOTA, it was
difficult - even with 400W and a quarterwave vertical in an excellent location - to
make any headway on 40m, and 20m had
almost faded out. Also, by this time it was
very, very cold, and so I decided to pack it
in for the night. We later discovered that the
temperature had dropped to 3 degrees on the
mainland, and with the wind chill factor
taken into account it must have been well

the sun was still shining, by now - and
especially at the top of the hill - it was very
windy, and so we set up camp right against
the outer wall of the Trinity House
compound, using the wall as a wind-break.
It took a couple of hours or more to set up
the tents, stations, generator and Butternut
HF6V vertical, but eventually we were on
the air and I had the privilege of making the
first QSOs, on 14260kHz SSB, while Paul
and Andrew put up the other antennas.
What a pile-up! It was fierce and loud for
about three hours, and after a few QSOs I
needed to work split, firstly listening on
14263kHz, and then, as the spectrum around
14263 magically cleared, on 14263 142651cHz. Conditions were good, and
although most of the contacts were with
Europe, there were a few East Coast USA
and Canadian stations making it through, as
well as one or two W9s and WOs plus a
single VE7. We worked a reasonable
number of JAs too, and the occasional other
DX station made it through, including a
KH8, an FK8 and several VKs and ZLs. Not
bad with just a Butternut vertical.
We were running my Icom IC-706MldI and
SRW Loudenboomer amplifier at about 400
watts (just) output on the 'main' station,
which generally used the Butternut vertical.
The second station was the IOTA rig', a
Yaesu FT-900 loaned by the RSGB IOTA
Committee. The second station was running
100 watts into a MyDel 10 - 80m trapped
dipole at 20ft (though its location on the
cliff edge gave it an effective height of
about 180ft) and a home-made 18 / 24MHz
pair of crossed dipoles at about 30ft.
The Butternut was placed as far away as the
length of coax - about 40 metres - would
allow, but because of our location against
the compound wall and the steep sides of the
island it was not possible to place the
MyDel trap dipole as far away in the
opposite direction as we had planned.
Nevertheless, thanks to the Dunestar filters,
there was no trace of any interference
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encouraging. What should have been about a
six-hour journey had taken nine and a half
hours, but eventually we arrived and met up
with Andrew.
Accommodation at Tynrhos is probably best
described as 'basic', being in 2, 3, 5 or 7person bunk-bedded rooms ("bring your
own sleeping bag") and with separate
shower ("put 30p in the meter") and toilet
blocks, but at £5.50 per person per night
nobody was complaining. Besides,
compared with camping out under canvas particularly if the rain kept up — it was
luxury! We awoke - much to everyone's
surprise - to brilliant sunshine. Yes, the Met
Office had got it wrong again. After a hearty
cooked breakfast, Chris drove us down to
Abersoch beach and introduced us to Owie.
"They didn't forecast this!", was Owie's
opening remark, gesticulating to the brilliant
blue sky and the calm sea. It only took 15 or
20 minutes to get out to the island. Other
than at low tide, landing is quite easy, as
there is a substantial and well-made set of
stone landing steps on the island. A large
number of grey seals greeted us
inquisitively, but kept their distance.
After offloading all the gear, we started on
the first of many journeys up the hill. Chris
had recommended that we camp at the
highest point of the island, because a
previous expedition had nearly been washed
off the island by a flash flood caused by
overnight rain. Bearing in mid the weather
forecast, we heeded his warning, although
after the fourth or fifth slog up the hill I was
beginning to wonder if it was worth the
additional effort.

ambitious. The photographs I had seen of
the St Tudwal's Islands made them look
very steep and I was very aware that for two
people to carry all the equipment to the top
of the island was going to require far more
physical stamina than I, for one, possessed!
We decided to make two changes to our
plans. The first was to invite a third member
of the team, and this was Andrew Shaw,
GOHSD. The second decision was not to
take the beam, as this would also have
meant taking a substantial mast on which to
erect it. In fact, my car was so loaded that it
would have been impossible to fit in the
beam and mast anyway.
Since all three of us are CDXC members, I
felt this would be a good opportunity to
raise the profile of the club internationally
by using the club callsign, MOCDX (in the
form of MCOCDX) for the DXpedition.
Thanks to Neville, G3NUG, for granting
permission to use MCOCDX and also for
loaning a set of Dunestar bandpass filters
which he holds on behalf of the Five Star
DX Association. I faxed the RA office in
Cardiff with details of our intended
operation so that we could sign MCOCDX
without having to use the /P suffix.
Andrew now lives in Lincolnshire whereas
Paul and I live within a few miles of each
other in Hertfordshire. Since it was
impossible to fit three people, as well as all
the gear, in one car, Andrew drove to North
Wales by himself and Paul and I both took
the Friday afternoon off work and set out in
pouring rain at 1.00pm for the long journey.
We hit the M6 just at the start of
Birmingham's rush hour on a Bank Holiday
Friday - not a smart move. Three and a half
hours later we eventually escaped
Birmingham's clutches and joined the M54,
after which it was all plain sailing. We
almost were 'sailing' too - the torrential rain
had continued all the way to our destination.
We thought we really were going to be
spending a wet weekend in Wales and
listened gloomily to the weather forecast on
the car radio, which was not at all

Set-up and QRV

St Tudwal's Island West is long and narrow,
with very steep sides but a long and
relatively gentle slope from the landing
stage at the northernmost end of the island
up to the peak towards the southern end of
the island. At the peak, at about 160ft ASL,
there is a short, dumpy, lighthouse built
inside a large walled compound. Although
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Up 5 - Up 5.
The pod was quickly unpacked and the rig
and antenna set up. Ray had put his heavy
shirt in a pack and it had survived the
drenching. The first wave to hit the boat
submerged my heavy shirt. Ray got out of
his wet shirt and got a bit warmer. I had to
settle for drip dry. The fog came in so we
remained wet and cold until we got back.
We started on 14260 and people were
waiting for us. It seemed that conditions
were not very good on 20 so we went to
21260 where we were quickly set upon by a
mob of Europeans. It wasn't possible to
make out calls so split operation by the
numbers was our only option. We traded
operators after every log sheet that held 92
calls. We worked this pile until there were
no more callers. We tried 20 again, but
were told the frequency was busy on 14260.
We QSYed to 14040 and 21040 for a few
CW QS0s. In the distance we noted the
water taxi with Martin had returned for our
rescue. We started breaking the equipment
and antenna down and getting everything
stowed into the pod and our packs. Ray
pulled the Zodiac close to the rock and I did
a belly flop into the boat. It now had 6
inches of water in it and I was soaked again.
Ray started throwing gear at me and went
for the pod. The sea had gotten worse while
we were on the rock and a wave knocked
him off his feet while carrying the pod. We
managed to get the pod into the boat with a
lot of effort. When it was Ray's time to get
into the boat, a wave knocked him down as
it lifted me and the boat straight up. It
almost came down on him as he was then
under water looking like a large starfish in a
plaid shirt hanging on the rock. He made a
lunge for the bow and I pulled him by the
belt into the boat. We pulled for open water
and the water taxi.

high tide. We waited till the tide had gone
down a bit and launched the boat again.
This time we hired the water taxi to tow the
Zodiac out to the rock. A good idea as this
allowed us to be less tired for the attempted
landing. We needed all the strength we had.
It was obvious that conditions were not
going to improve. We decided that probably
the worst thing that was going to happen
was that we were going to get really wet, but
we could do it. Ray and I got in the Zodiac
and moved closer to the rock with the oars.
I set an anchor with a buoy rigged with a
pulley so that we could pull the boat to
safety. A second rope had to be tied to it to
make it long enough. Using oars in a
Zodiac in a high swell surging around a rock
is not great fun. I was very tired by the time
we got close to the rock. Ray timed the
swell and got out on an outcrop with the
rope. We attached a second line to the front
of the Zodiac. With much effort he was able
to secure the lines and we started passing
gear to the rock. The waves were battering
Ray, and I was just trying to stay in the boat
that was being tossed by waves hitting from
2 sides. The pod had to be handed to Ray
on the rock with great effort and he
managed to get it to higher ground. I pulled
on the anchor rope to return for Martin. The
boat had taken a lot of water by now.
Martin splashed in and we made for the
rock. As we got close, I made a dive and
landed on the outcrop without getting too
wet. This lasted 3 seconds before a wave hit
me that picked me up and slammed me into
the main rock that is lined with mussel
shells and barnacles. I cut my hand in
several places and was trying to get up when
the second wave finished the job as it
washed over me. Ray was taking the same
water and we were totally soaked. Martin
was trying his best with the oars until one of
them broke as he and the boat came
smashing into the rock. Martin muttered
something about madness and decided to
return to the harbour and help direct support
from there. We had plenty of operators
already for the afternoon.

QSL VIA?

After a long warm shower and dinner we
were ready for the IOTA gathering in
Visalia. Friday morning it rained heavily as
the storm finally hit the coast. We were a
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bit sore, but we did manage to work over
400 QSOs that were mostly in Europe so we
considered the operation to be a success.
We have some ideas on how to do it more
safely and I am sure you have not heard the
last of White Rock.

TNX OM!

Where to?

We would like to thank N6AWD, W6ED,
WB9AWX and N6KZ for their help with
the boats and on the air and to all the IOTA
hunters who made life interesting.

The first real decision to be made was the
destination for the operation. Our first
'target' was the Fame Islands. These had not
been activated for a while and then only for
a short duration. My wife and I were
planning to spend Easter on Lindisfarne, just
up the road from the Fame Islands, so the
thinking was that we would be able to do a
'recce' and check out the possibility of
getting out to the Fames. However, it
transpired that the reason the Fame Islands
are as rare as they are is because it is
virtually impossible to get permission to
operate amateur radio from them. Most of
the islands in the group, including the main
island, Inner Fame, are owned by the
National Trust, who refuse permission point
blank. One island, Longstone, where the
famous lighthouse is located, is controlled
by Trinity House, but they do not allow
access to the lighthouse itself and the
boatman - probably for very good safety
reasons - insists on waiting offshore to take
you back. This means that operations have
to be literally 'on the rocks' and restricts
them to three or four hours maximum. Eric
Brown, GOKJW, very helpfully provided
plenty of information but also warned that if
the sea was too rough the boatman would
refuse to go out. It just seemed too much of
a risk to have to drive six and a half hours
from Hertfordshire up to Northumberland
for what might only be a two or three hour
operation - or might be cancelled altogether
if the weather was not suitable.
We regretfully decided not to attempt the
Fames. Our second and third choices were
the Saltee Islands, EJ, and Rathlin Island,
GI, and again we received plenty of
encouragement and advice from Declan,
EI6FR, and RSGB Past President Ian Kyle,
MIOAYZ, respectively for these two
destinations. However, the driving time
required to get to the UK ports, and the UK
to Ireland ferry timetables conspired to
make it impossible to spend a minimum of
24 hours over the weekend on the island, as
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'double bass' by John Hayes, G3BDQ, from
his book Wire Antennas had a lot going for
it in my estimation. Though I had some
excellent advice from Clive, GM3POI, I had
no time to build the remote set of atu's
needed in his scheme and no room to fit a
set of Beverage receiving antennae to
accompany his transmitting aerial. The
'double bass' went together very quickly
and formed a neat 4 foot long package for
transportation.
I met Phil, Jim and Bill at Schipol and
boarded the 767 for the overnight flight to
Nairobi. The foreign language dubbed
James Bond film with foreign sub-titles did
not go down at all well, so we dozed for
most of the flight after the evening meal.

Team Leader.

Phil G3SWH

cw

Team:

Graham 5Z4GS
Jim G3RTE
Ian 5Z4IC
Rob 5Z4RL
Bill Vincent
David G3UNA

phone
cw and phone
phone
phone
helper
cw

Carrying too much weight on the aircraft
proved to be an unfounded worry as Phil
had predicted. I left a few things out that
might have come in handy later, but I was
also concerned with mutual interference
between the stations so carried lots of extra
filters which in the end were hardly needed.
I had 12kg of hand baggage and 24kg hold
baggage and was not charged any excess.
On my return I raised this to 30kg in the
hold and was still ok.
Phil left me to decide which antenna to use
for the low bands since I had voiced my
concerns about the performance of a low
doublet. Words like 'money' and 'mouth'
came to mind. Even with copious
photographs I did not know the terrain, or
where I was going to put this aerial, so my
aim was to make it as site-flexible as
possible. In addition I wanted low angle
radiation, multiband operation from the
shack and, top of my list, to take advantage
of the sea.
A quarter wave inverted L on a G6XN
counterpoise was suggested but required too
many elevated parts for this location. The

Arrival, Thursday, 9 March

The connecting flight took us from a
comfortable Nairobi, to a hot and humid
Mombassa. Customs opened Phil's gear
and were insisting he needed an import
license for it all, until production of the
manual showed that it was old enough not to
need one. Lesson: take paperwork to please
customs officials.
Breathing a sigh of relief we left the airport
to meet more of the team. Rob and Ian were
waiting for us with their aerials lashed onto
Rob's pickup and Ian took the rest of us in
his 4x4. We stopped off for a quick snack
and then started the fast journey to the coast.
On arrival at the coast we dumped our
clothing in the Shimoni Reef Hotel and took
the dhow to the island. It looked just like
the photos, but the scale and overall effect
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we desired, without having to take a few
days off work.
Our fourth choice was St Tudwal's Islands,
EU-106. In fact, this proved to be a good
choice as we later found out. Tony,
GW4VEQ, kindly provided a contact phone
number for a boatman and the decision was
made.
The St Tudwal's Islands group consists of
just two islands, off the Lleyn Peninsula in
North Wales. The nearest towns are Pwllheli
and Abersoch, and it transpired that our
boatman, Owie Lloyd-Jones, is the
harbourmaster at Abersoch as well as
running a commercial lobster and fishing
business. St Tudwal's Island East is owned
by Carla Larne, the writer of The Liver
Birds and other television series, and the
island is often occupied by her or her son.
We were told that in the past she has refused
permission for visitors to land on her island.
St Tudwal's Island West, however, is
presently up for sale. If you have £170,000
to spare you could own your very own
IOTA counter - but only for a 37-year lease.
Owie agreed to take us out to the West
island. Meanwhile, Paul had contacted Chris
Green, GW4VAG, and his wife Val who run
a camping site on their farm at Mynytho,
just a few miles from Abersoch. Tynrhos
Camping advertises every month in
RadCom and Radio Today magazines and
has hosted several St Tudwal's Island
DXpedition groups in the past.
The Planning Stage

Paul and I started putting together an
inventory of the equipment we wanted to
take. One of the items neither of us had was
a generator. We were close to the point of
forming a group of four people and each
buying quarter shares in a brand new
generator when Jim, G3RTE, kindly offered
the use of a 1.7kVA Honda generator which
he owned.
Paul and I planned to take a beam and to run
two stations, but after a while it became
clear that we were getting a little over37

contact so many DXCC entities in just a few
weeks' operation. We worked 186 DXCC
entities on SSB and 139 on CW. The
M2000A log includes some mouth-watering
DX and our QSL Manager, Owen G4DFI,
now has the task of ensuring that we get the
cards we need in order to claim DXCC,
WAZ, WAS, IOTA, etc.
Turning to VHF, although M2000A did
make over 1,000 VHF QSOs, the 50MHz
and 144MHz operators were generally
disappointed with the lack of activity. Best
DX on 144MHz was down into Germany,
while on 50MHz the one Es QSO with Italy
provided the best DX, although we did hear
the HC beacon one afternoon.

60ft. Although special event stations in the
UK cannot enter RSGB contests, Dave
made 227 QSOs and submitted a checklog.
Dave also operated part time in the SSB leg
of AFS. Justin G4TSH ensured an M2000A
presence in the RSGB's 7MHz CW contest,
and Dave G3JJZ was the mainstay of our
entry into an Italian 6m contest.
STATISTICS

M2000A made 47,752 QSOs in 202 DXCC
entities in only 567 hours of operation,
which equates to only 23 days of round the
clock operation. The QSO breakdown was:
SSB - 28,157; CW - 19,256; FM - 339. Our
QSO rate from beginning to end was 84.2
QSOs per hour. The team considers the
QSO total to be a huge success and are
claiming the total as a world record for a
special event station — unless anyone can
provide details to the contrary!
DX
Although M2000A was not a DXpedition,
the callsign was well sought after. It was not
difficult to make QSOs on the HF bands.
We had some brilliant pile-ups - especially
on 14MHz SSB on the first day and on
28MHz SSB on numerous occasions. We
were amazed how much DX called us but
we also had the use of the Packet Cluster to
bag some equally tasty DX.
The team were delighted to contact over 200
DXCC entities in such a short space of time
as it is most amateurs dream to be able to

FINALE

By the time this article appears, we will
have sent M2000A Awards to all who
claimed them - if you worked/heard us on
our first day of operation (1100z on 31.12.
99 to 1100z on 01.01.00) or worked/heard
us on 5 bands, you qualify for one of our
Awards. Full details at www.qsl.net/m2000a
or from Clare RS102891 at
clareioan@.hotmail.com

We will also have replied to all direct QSL
cards received, and given many the
opportunity to experience the event through
our exclusive M2000A video (enquiries to
g3sxe@yahoo.com or n6mqn@pacbell.net if
you are reading this in the USA or Canada).

MCOCDX DXpedition to St Tudwal's Islands, EU 106, May 2000
-

Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG (g4jvg@cwcom.net)

long weekend sometime. Since there are
relatively few long weekends available in
the year, we decided there and then that the
DXpedition should be over the late May
Bank Holiday weekend, so as to minimise
the amount of leave necessary to be taken
from work.

The idea came about, as have many
DXpeditions, over a pint of real ale at our
local country pub. Having met up to hold a
'post mortem' after last year's CQ World
Wide DX Contest at the end of October,
Paul Brice-Stevens, GOWAT, and I came to
the conclusion that it would be fun to do a
fairly small-scale IOTA operation over a
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a top bush to hold up the back stay. This
put the aerial within inches of Rob's Yagi;
not ideal and it made the aerials almost
mutually exclusive.
I was determined to use as many radials as I
could but my paranoia about excess baggage
weight meant that I did not bring my pre-cut
radials, so we started to cut the wire Ian
bought locally. This turned out to be the
biggest single problem and consumed a
huge amount of time. Bill and I set about
cutting and laying 50 radials of 0.4mm wire.
I had hoped for more than twice that, but it
was not practicable.
The ground was rocky and often covered
with large bushes which hampered our
efforts. Working for 3 days in the sun we
had to be careful to protect ourselves with
straw hats, sun cream and lots of drinking
water. Our regime was to rise at 5.30, catch
the boat over to the island and work until
about 9.30 then stop for breakfast. By
8.00am the temperature reached 30C in the
shade. I wondered about the pioneers of
yesteryear.
Most of Friday I left Bill to concentrate on
the radials, while I worked on the aerial
proper. I settled on a top span of about 100
feet (33m), with a vertical section of about
30 feet (9m), that left enough wire in the
reels to almost reach back to the shack as
individual earth returns, finishing off with
1.5mm earth wires. A 0.5kg reel of 18swg
copper holds about 48m of wire, which was
a compromise between weight in the air,
length and strength.
Having changed the support arrangement
from the pole, the spreader was now
significantly weaker and on raising the
antenna into position it ruptured in mid-air.
After all the work we had put in, this was
quite a set back. It was time for us to leave
the island for the night, so I reluctantly left
this for the next day. Unbeknown to me,
Rob took it in hand that evening and seeing
this already done on Saturday morning gave
me a lift and we continued our tasks in the

now became apparent. The coral curved
outward, rising out of the sea and the Dive
Banda restaurant (spare at this time of year,
now our shack) was perched on top not far
from the edge. I immediately started to
work out how to put up the low band
antenna, but first we transferred the gear to
the shack. There was lots of space with
tables and chairs and a view out over the sea
with a gentle breeze blowing through
making it very attractive.
The first aerial up was Rob's 4-band Yagi
for the phone station. He secured his
quadpod mount in front of the shack on the
coral overhang and then set about fitting the
Yagi into it. An unnoticed thermal rising up
the edge of coral nearly knocked us over as
we struggled to get the mast into the pod.
The coral was also very sharp and hot in the
afternoon sun and we had to step carefully
so as not to trip on the craggy surface while
sharp bushes scratched our legs and feet.
The Yagi had no rotator, so Rob anchored it
with a large Mole wrench and rocks
straddling the cross members of the pod.
Ian found a spot for his beam in a small
clearing used for burning rubbish around the
back of the shack. This was sorted in quick
time but the team ended up coated in ash
and was found coughing and spluttering on
their way to the shower block an hour later.
By local mid-morning Thursday (0740Z)
two stations were on the air, somewhat
sooner than anticipated. Phil and Rob took
the first night shifts to work off the early
pileups.
The problem for the LF aerial was how to
fix a support pole over the sea. Rob
arranged for the feeder wire to be hung from
the flag pole for me and run down through
the thatch into the shack. I eventually
settled on a site with a convenient stalagmite
rising out of the sea to which we lashed
Ian's telescopic pole. Although I had built
the aerial to be supported directly onto a
pole, this did not suit these conditions, so I
removed the mount and fitted the pole with
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but I was able to get up to 160 per hour on
US and Japanese stations, but considerably
less on Europeans. This compares with Phil
and Jim's consistent 200 per hour runs. My
biggest problem was the hail of noise
coming in after each call, unlike anything I
had heard before. Phil and Jim's on-board
CCWF equipment (Cranial CW Filter) made
easy work of it and next time this mortal
will get some electronic help. Rob was
jubilant at reaching an astounding 320 per
hour on SSB and Ian and Graham also
working SSB built up the log by leaps and
bounds. Jim did long stints on 17 & 12m
phone and cw and I admired the rate he
calmly cut through the jams. At one stage
we had four stations on air with a couple of
slopers knocked up for 17 & 12 using the
spare laptops and sets operating barefoot.
Regrettably, we could not get a license for
30m.
We had planned to make Sunday evening
the big time for top band, so I was
disappointed to learn from Phil on Monday
morning that he could not make the aerial
load, even though we pre-set the atu with
the analyser. Lesson: always put real power
into an aerial after using an analyser.
I spent the rest of Monday and night in the
local 1st Class hotel (oops, I mean hospital)
with gastro-enteritis, so while I was hooked
up to the drips I considered the aerial
problem. The answer came to me in a flash.
Here we were 20 feet up in the air on a lump
of nice insulating coral and no earth to speak
of. Couple that with the hot rf chassis
syndrome I experienced on 80m and the
mist suddenly cleared. The classic answer is
a quarter wave counterpoise attached to the
earth terminal of the atu. I even saw it
coming before we installed the station, but
failed to recognise it when it stared me in
the face. In the heat of the moment the
blindingly obvious can sometimes be
elusive.
Having connected the counterpoise for
160m, I discovered that the smaller MFJ
roller coaster atu had an intermittent contact

sun.

The second failure was with the unexpected
power of the tide. By Sunday the radials
were about as good as we were going to get
them without an awful lot more effort. The
local goats dragged them to new positions,
but even the visitors to the island coped with
walking over them. We used big rocks to
anchor the vertical wires onto the sand and
more to hold the earth return wires onto the
rock floor back to the shack. The tide
washed these away like pebbles by washing
the sand from underneath; however heavy
they were was irrelevant. The rocks on the
sea floor would, I thought, do better but
were instead rolled over by the tide. So
each day we had to mend the damage done
by the tides.
I don't think this had much influence on the
operation of the aerial, however, but it
created a hazard for visitors landing from
the small boats bringing them ashore. How
did it perform on the air? After pre-testing
with the MFJ Analyser, it worked pretty
well on 40 and 80m. I worked quite a few
Europeans and a VK on 40m on Saturday
night and then a handful of North
Americans for a few minutes around 6am
Sunday morning on 80m. I would have
loved to carry on but by then I had had
about 2 hours of half-sleep and I was
shattered. It also put the SSB station Yagi
out of action, even with extra filters.
Before operating any of the linears I
insisted on re-setting the generators from
215V to about 235V, with permission of the
owners. Valve cathodes suffer badly on low
voltage when heaters are under-run. On
Wednesday night the smaller of the two
decided to pack up when Rob and I were
operating and in pitch blackness we
managed to get back on air after an hour or
so. We put it down to a temporary trip
when the fridges and freezers came on all at
once just when we were operating the
linears.
My paddle handle had snapped off in transit
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could. Age was no barrier as people aged 8
— 80 passed messages. M2000A clearly
provided a great advertisement for amateur
radio. There were several occasions when
school radio clubs called us while we had
children in the shack and we were able to let
the children pass messages to each other.

THANKS

The M2000A team is indebted to everyone
who sponsored or supported the event.
Without their help, M2000A would not have
been possible. Over £100,000 of
sponsorship was received - ranging from all
the transmitting equipment from Icom UK,
most of the antennas from South Midlands
Communications, all the computer hardware
from CompuData UK, tables and chairs
from Guilbert Niceday Ltd, the celebration
cake from Marcia Brimson 2E1DAY and
the floral display at the launch from
Westmount Flowers - the list is endless, but
I would like to register a special word of
thanks to Chris Swallow G3VHB, Strumech
and SMC for the loan of the three trailermounted towers which supported the
antennas. A complete list of
sponsors/supporters were:
English Heritage; London Borough of
Greenwich; Radio Society of Great Britain;
Icom UK Ltd; South Midland
Communications Ltd; HighLine
Communications Ltd; CompuData UK Ltd;
Guilbert Niceday Ltd; Strumech Versatower
Ltd; FDS Graphics Ltd; Display Colour Ltd;
C M Howes Communications; Cray Valley
Radio Society; St. Mary's Community
Complex, Eltham; St. Mary's Media &
Resource Centre, Eltham; Civil Service
Amateur Radio Society; The Five-star DX
Association; Bronzeshield Lifting Ltd
Westmount Flowers; J Sainsbury PLC;
Maplin Electronics Ltd; Mutek Ltd; Arcam
Ltd Joe Ahlgren's Geoclock; G3NUG;
G3SED; G3VHB; G7GLW; 2E1DAY.

VISITORS

M2000A was visited by over 1,200
members of the public and children, and
over 200 amateurs. Included in the amateur
visitors were Timo OH INOA, Ole
LA2OHA and Zyg, AF4MP. We also
brought back vivid memories for the widow
of G6YP who, with the help of the RSGB's
Yearbook, was able to remember the
callsigns of stations worked by her late
husband.
However, our main overseas visitors were
Dave K2SIX, Debra N6MQQ and Terry
N6MON. Dave worked our only 50MHz
Sporadic-E QSO - with IK8DYD, while
Debra and Terry, members of the Hayward
Amateur Radio Club, were spending a few
days in the UK and spent an afternoon
working on HF. They were delighted to
contact their club chairman on 28MHz.
As well as the public and our amateur radio
visitors, we were delighted to welcome a
number of local dignitaries including the
Mayor of Greenwich (who passed several
"Greetings Messages" to amateurs in the
United States). It was an aim of the project
to demonstrate amateur radio to local people
with the hope of encouraging them into
amateur radio.

PRIVILEGES

CONTEST ACTIVITY

M2000A had a number of privileges and
many class B licensees and novices made
full use of this facility. We also had a
special dispensation which allowed nonlicensed people to conduct QSOs under
supervision and as the station was open to
the public each Wednesday to Sunday, we
took the opportunity of allowing visitors to
Pass "Greetings Messages" as often as we

M2000A entered five contests with varying
degrees of seriousness. Pride of place goes
to our ARRL CW entry. G3XWK, G3 WGV,
G4VXE, GOOPB and MOCFF made 1,700
QSOs with 214 Stateside and Canadian
multipliers with a score over lm points.
Another serious entry saw Dave G4BUO
enter the RSGB's CW AFS contest, using
the barefoot IC775DSP and 80m dipole at
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An ASCII data file containing callsign, band
and mode was sent to Richard Everitt
G4ZFE at regular intervals and he added the
QSO data file to his search engine on the
Internet so that anyone with Internet access
could interrogate the data on the M2000A
Website to see if he/she was in the log.
EXHIBITION

While the

radio station was being
assembled, Ian Connor G7PHD was busy
with Steve Smith GOTDJ and others
establishing a static and "hands-on"
exhibition charting amateur radio from
Marconi to the present day. A commercial
company, Display Colour Ltd, provided
professional 3ft x 2ft display boards, and
both the Radio Society of Great Britain
(RSGB) and Gerald Wells' radio museum
provided exhibits of radio from the early
1900s.
We demonstrated the contrast between radio
from the early 1900s and today by
displaying the latest semi-conductors and
micro-processors side by side. In addition,
the exhibition featured the latest Geoclock
software (provided by Joe Ahlgren), Icom
IC-PCR1000 computer-driven
communications receiver and the latest
Arcam broadcast receiver. There was also an
RSGB bookstall. Special mention must also
be made of some of our other supporters Guilbert Niceday Ltd for providing all the
tables and chairs; C M Howes
Communications who provided receiver kits
which the school parties purchased to make
as special projects back in the classroom;
and Mutek Ltd and Maplin Electronics Ltd,
who provided important components which
were used for both the antenna installation
and the essential internal display.
THE LAUNCH

Lord Rix launched the event at 1030z on 31"
December 1999. The Mayor, Deputy Mayor
and Deputy Leader of Greenwich Council;
Hilary Claytonsmith G4JKS (1999 RSGB
President), Don Beattie G3OZF (2000

RSGB President); Mark Haynes 2EOAPH
(British "Young Amateur of the Year"), plus
representatives from Icom UK and South
Midlands Communications were also
present. Before our initial contact with
ZL6A in Wellington, New Zealand (at
1100z midnight in ZL), those present
enjoyed a champagne reception courtesy of
J Sainsbury PLC - one of the UKs leading
Supermarket chains. A special celebration
cake was supplied by Marcia Brimson
2E1 DAY, while Westmount Flowers
provided a pleasing floral display.
The first contact was successfully completed
and various "Greetings Messages" were
passed. Once the M2000A/ZL6A sked was
complete, all five stations at M2000A
became active and so the pile-ups began. In
the first five hours of activity, 1176 QSOs
were in the log. A number of other first day
skeds were completed - 9G0ARS, HS2000,
W2M, K3Y, YL2000UZ, ER2000D,
PB6UTC, WY2000, ZW2000, etc. In all,
M2000A contacted 17 special Millennium
stations and made 2,600 QSOs in the first 13
hours of operation. By the end of the
operation, M2000A had contacted 52 special
Millennium stations - highlights outside the
first day were J282000, 6K2K and
TP2000CE.

as to whether communication is possible on
the low bands. On some days, even 40m
was difficult to use, apart from the SSB
pirates. I even tried the low bands on
Wednesday night when I had perfectly
healthy pileups on HF to contend with, but
all I heard was 59+40dB of noise. We made
several attempts on 160m, so I'm sorry to all
those who waited up for us.

at one end of the mechanism so I swapped it
for the 989C, which worked fine, so this had
also contributed to the problem.
Mother Nature being what she is, we had
another unexpected turn of events. At the
beginning of our stay the tide was well in at
dusk and dawn, but by the end of our week
it was low. I noticed QRN dropped
significantly towards dawn on Saturday, the
best time for grey line propagation, but we
could not make the best of it due to the
change of the tide later in the week. The sea
was the only earth to speak of so we were
dependent on it for the low bands, though
we had plenty of contacts on 40m.

Failure number 4 was the demise of Rob's
transceiver and number 5 was one of the
linears. Even with a new set of valves, it
still would not play ball.
Here are the numbers, comfortably

exceeding

Band

CW

160
80
40
20
17

0
60
551
1048
710

15
12
10
Total

1914
2111
3099
9493

I

T/Rx

Linear

Aerial

SSB
0
0
11
1363
208
2193
1231
3936
8942

IC706
IC706
IC706
IC706

FL2100Z
FL2100Z
FL2100Z
FL2100Z

IC706

-

DBass
DBass
DBass
TH3
Sloper

FL2100Z
FL2100Z

TH3
Sloper
TH3

IC706
IC706
IC706

Linear

Aerial

TS850
TS850
IC706

SB201
SB201
-

A3S
A3S
Sloper

TS850
IC706
TS850

SB201
SB201

A3S
Sloper
A3S

T/Rx

replaced
FT900
damaged TS850

SCHOOLS SUCCESS

The M2000A station was on the air daily
between about 0800 and 1900z. Most days 2
or 3 of the 5 stations were operational and
an average of 500 QSOs were made - many
more at the weekends. One of the specific
aims of the project was to enable students of
all ages to learn about amateur radio. Our
first school party came on 7th January and 8
children passed "Greetings Messages" to
several amateurs in the USA. This trend ran
through all 15 school visits - during one
visit all 33 children passed messages! Every
child who visited M2000A received an
RSGB "Project Millecom" certificate and a
"goody bag", kindly sponsored by Icom UK.

expectations:

our

QRN is probably the biggest single factor

Grand
total

18435

These made shifts
mainland hotel.
unusually long, meal times tricky to
organise and we couldn't just fill in for a
couple of hours here and there.
Nevertheless, the results speak for
themselves, we all had a terrific time and we
were especially pleased to get four stations
simultaneously on air. I learnt valuable
lessons and will be ready for another go if
the opportunity arises.

Our thanks go to the owners of the Dive
Banda restaurant, Steve and Sally and to
Mwarambo who looked after our daily
needs and to the island visitors who picked
their way through the radials at the landing
point.
Post Script

We concluded that valuable operating time
was lost on our twice-daily crossings to the
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DXCC Honor Roll

-

Mobile!

Alan Birch, G4NXG

being worked during a list operation rather
than if it had been that of my penultimate
entity which was my 18MHz contact with
A52A worked first call.
However Glorioso had become my problem
entity having twice been on a 28MHz list
about ten years ago only to be told on both
occasions 'no copy' and then FR/G/DJ8CR
was worked and confirmed in 1992 only to
find the operation invalid. I guess they are
all rare until worked and confirmed. Am I
the only DXer still needing Marquesas?
For the record my needs are 3Y/P, BS7,
FO/A, FO/M, KH5K, P5, T33, VK9Mellish
and ZL8, so who knows in twenty years
time and a few more hundreds of thousands
of miles my dream of reaching the No.1 HR
position may come true.
For the moment, with the TXO and 4W
cards not being acceptable for DXCC credit
until October, if I receive the AS and FR/G
QSLs before the HF Convention I am
tempted to apply for HR at the earliest
opportunity and hopefully send off for the
plaque as an early Christmas present!
It is now forty years since I entered our
hobby as an SWL back in 1960 and about
time that I updated a profile titled 'The First
Twenty Five Years' which I compiled back
in 1985 for a couple of newsletters. There
are now a number of stories to tell about the
road to Honor Roll, for instance the one
about the ZL8 that got away and missing
VK9MM during three months off the road
following an injury to a finger, so if anyone
is interested in reading my Member's
Profile I will set about writing it. (yes please

At 1823Z on the 21st May I worked
FR5ZQ/G. The contact with Henri took my
DXCC Entity total to 325 Current (331 Alltime). This of course is the magic number of
entities currently needed for Honor Roll
application. All my contacts towards this
score have been made during mobile
operation using 100watts and mono-band
whips. As I only know of N4KEL also
doing it, is this a European first I wonder? It
has taken me nearly eighteen years and a
journey of approximately three quarters of a
million miles to finally reach my goal.
There have been countless hours parked at
the kerbside, not on top of mountains as
some would suspect, but with the wheels of
the car as close to salt water as possible
without becoming maritime mobile. I have
been fortunate that for thirteen of the
eighteen years, I have lived within easy
distance of the sea so being able to get to the
water's edge in a hurry has not been a
problem. Since 1993 I have lived less than a
kilometre from the beach. It was planned
'' that way but don't tell my XYL!
In my opinion there is only a marginal
advantage gained with signals when
operating at altitude but the effect of the
close proximity of salt water is dramatic.
When I worked C21NJ he was very weak
and unworkable one mile from the coast but
parked next to the sea wall he was soon in
the log. There are many other instances I
can recall.
The feeling of reaching the required number
of contacts for Honor Roll is strange as I am
sure many of you will know as somewhat of
an anti-climax mixed with jubilation. The
moment was slightly subdued by Glorioso

Alan! — ed)
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height, 500m of cable was routed into the
M2000A shack!
The antenna configuration was as follows:
Tower 1
• Create AFA40 2 element 7MHz beam
(rotatable) @ 70 feet
• Cushcraft A3WS (rotatable WARC
bands beam) @ 80 feet
• Cushcraft 154CD 21MHz beam sidemounted at 37 feet (beaming JA)
• 3.5MHz Inverted Vee Dipole @ 60 feet
Tower 2
• Hygain TH5 triband beam @ 70 feet
• Create CY103 28MHz beam sidemounted at 37 feet (beaming Stateside)

begin the major job of assembling 7 Yagi
antennas for HF and VHF and erecting three
M80 mobile towers, loaned by South
Midlands Communications (SMC),
Strumech Versatower and Chris Swallow
G3VHB. SMC also sponsored the event by
providing 5 antennas - Create AFA40 7MHz
2 element beam; Create CY103 28MHz 3
element beam; Cushcraft 154CD 21MHz 4
element beam; QTEK211E 11 element 2
metre beam; and QTEK65E 5 element 6
metre beam. Other antennas were provided
by Dave Lawley G4BUO (Hygain TH5) and
Neville Cheadle G3NUG (Cushcraft A3WS
with 10MHz extension).
Ranger's House is a 17th century villa
standing on the edge of Greenwich Park. It
is situated on the Greenwich Meridian and
has a garden area to the south east and a
tarmac area to the north west. The tower to
support the 7MHz, 21MHz and WARC
bands antennas was located in the garden
area (together with a dipole for 3.5MHz). As
the tower was in a garden environment,
guying was by traditional 4 foot stakes
driven into the ground. However, the guying
arrangement for the tower on the tarmac
area was altogether different. Through the
good offices of Bronzeshield, a local crane
company, 3 x 2 ton steel blocks were
positioned by crane. These provided the
guying positions for the tower that
supported the TH5 and the 28MHz Yagi.
The VHF antennas were supported on a 40
foot tower which was un-guyed. All the
antennas had been partially pre-assembled
and this saved a great deal of time.
However, the antenna assembly and tower
erection, although it went smoothly, took
two days to complete due to a number of
factors, including snow on the second day
and the shortness of daylight. All the
antenna erection work was closely
supervised by HighLine Communications
Ltd. Coaxial and rotator cable was provided
by Mike Devereux G3SED and Neville
Cheadle G3NUG. Once the antennas were in
place and the towers raised to their desired

ASSEMBLING THE M2000A STATION

All the transmitting equipment was provided
by Icom UK. They provided an IC-756PRO
and IC-PWI Linear Amplifier, 2 x IC-746,
IC-775DSP and an IC706M1d1. A great deal
of work was carried out - supervised by HF
Manager Dave Lawley G4BUO — to install
foolproof switching to avoid inter-station
interference and to ensure that the need to
switch antennas between stations was kept
to a minimum.
Logging at M2000A was by Turbolog. The
logging program formed part of a packet
radio based network and was linked to a
server located away from the 5 operating
stations. QSOs were sent automatically to
the server as they were made.
The server was also connected to the Packet
Cluster and also relayed DX spots to the
logging PCs.
The DXserver was originally conceived as a
way of bringing together the logging
operations of a major DXpedition with
minimum disruption to the operators and
with maximum security. DXserver was
successfully used on the 1998 Spratly Island
DXpedition where over 65,000 QSOs were
logged in 12 days of operation. DXserver
was further developed by John Linford
G3WGV for use at M2000A.
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climbed aboard the fishing boat and said
goodbye to Abokwa Island AF-084 where,
hopefully, we had made lots of people
happy with a new IOTA. We spent a final
evening with 9G1RL and XYL whose
friendly hospitality rounded off a really
memorable expedition. I would like to thank
Ralph 9G2RQ and the Voodoo Contest
Group, without whose help the expedition
would not have been the success it was.
Finally, our thanks go to our main sponsors,
the Island Radio Expedition Foundation,
CDXC, GMDX Group and the Nunsfield
House ARG.

Into the Routine
The days passed quickly, operating, sitting
in the shade and sometimes sleeping. The
boatmen had things organised much better,
with the small dugout coming right into the
shore, with a transfer to and from the larger
boat farther out. The last day arrived and,
keeping one station on the air, we started
dismantling the other stations. In a
surprisingly short time all was packed, the
last QSO made, and there we were waiting
for the boat. The little boat required three
trips before everything was transferred.
There were no problems. It all seemed so
easy after the horrors of the landing. We

M2000A - AMATEUR RADIO INTO THE MILLENNIUM
Bob Treacher BRS32525 (M2000A Chairman), brs32525@compuserve.com

callsign M2000A from the UK
Radiocommunications Agency

M2000A was arguably the most successful
special event amateur radio station ever. The
station was celebrating the new Millennium
from a prestigious location on the zero
degree meridian at Greenwich, South East
London in England. Two months of activity
netted over 47,500 QSOs in 202 DXCC
entities. This article provides an insight into
how the Cray Valley Radio Society (CVRS)
mounted perhaps the most successful
amateur radio special event station of all
time.
MILESTONES

The station was active from 1100z on 31st
December 1999 until 1855z on 29th
February 2000. There was a great deal of
planning and organisation that needed to be
undertaken before the station could be a
reality as the M2000A team were committed
to ensuring that we hit the bands with a topof-the-range station from a prestigious
location. Some important milestones were
that we:
•

received permission from English
Heritage to establish the station at
Ranger's House on Blackheath

•

obtained approval to use the very special

•

secured planning permission from
Greenwich Council for the erection of
three towers (2 x 70 feet, 1 x 40 feet) to
support the antennas

•

were successful in obtaining grant aid
totalling £7,000 from the Millennium
Experience Awards for All scheme and
the London Borough of Greenwich
Celebration Fund

•

received pledges of sponsorship from a
number of companies and individuals

•

a
Website
established
www.qsl.net/m2000a which is still
operational today and which has seen
over 5,000 individual hits', and

•

were successful in having Lord Rix
G2DQU kindly agree to be our guest of
honour at our 31st December launch.

ANTENNA PARTY

Monday 20th December 1999 dawned cold
and frosty. Temperatures of -6C were
registered as 10 CVRS members made their
way to Ranger's House before sunrise to
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Abokwa Island 2000
Ken Frankcom, G3OCA (Ken@g3oca.fsnet.co.uk )
orders instead, and chose to use 9G5MD for
all QSOs from the island to avoid the
confusion caused by different members
using their own 9G5 calls, to be faced with
the usual question, "Are you on the same
island as the 9G5?"

Following the successful expedition to AF043 Ile Bank, Gabon in 1999, Derek
F5VCR and I had long discussions on where
we would try for the next one. We made
enquiries in a range of countries in South
and Central America and, of course, Africa.
So many of the African countries suffer
unfortunately from political instability,
which severely restricts the number of
possible destinations. Ghana looked a
possibility. A few telephone calls later and
we were in touch with our Guardian Angel
in the form of Roger G3SXW and the
Voodoo Contest Group. Soon arrangements
were underway; Roger was responsible for
making the travel and accommodation
arrangements in Ghana and, in co-operation
with Ralph 9G1RQ, he started the licence
application process. Having decided our
destination, dates and flight bookings
followed rapidly. The Admiralty Chart
showed that the island was very, very small,
the size of a small full stop on the chart. In
fact, the dimensions are 15 yards wide and
some 50 yards long. It is rocky on the
seaward side, sandy on the land side and has
an elevation of about 6ft, apart from the
rocky 45ft hill!

The great day of the departure approached.
Les G4CWD had joined our team; he
needed a passport and all his inoculations,
so that kept him busy! We had a hotel
booked at Heathrow where we would meet
Derek the night before our flight time of
0700 on 29th April. Departure day, Les and
I set off from East Midlands Airport on the
link bus to Heathrow. We arrived at our
hotel to fmd that our triple room consisted
of one double and one single bed! A fold-up
bed was eventually provided and, as Derek
was last to arrive, he drew the short straw!
Taxi to the airport at 0430 followed by an
uneventful flight to Zurich and Lagos.
Customs at Accra were negotiated with a
cheerful wave, and with much relief we
boarded the hotel transport and sped away
from the usual airport arrivals scrum. We
settled into our hotel to await the arrival of
Roger SXW and Fred BWP. It was up early
the following morning as we had only one
day, Thursday, to collect all the gear ready
for loading the bus for the coast on Friday.
First stop was the QTH of Ralph 9G1RQ
who stores the Voodoo Group antennas.

We booked accommodation at the Busua
Beach Resort from which, at a distance of
1000 yards, lies Abokwa Island. Two areas
of concern were the licences and
battery/generator power. We obtained a set
of forms, some six pages long, including
parents details, and children by girl or
boyfriend! The forms had to be sent to
Ghana by DHL at a cost of £38.00, as the
postal service is not always reliable.
Eventually all was well and we received
photocopies of the actual licence from
Ralph, along with the good news that he had
acquired for hire two large batteries and a
2.5kW generator. We asked for callsigns
which were mainly parts of our own calls,
but were in fact given our initials in various

We sorted out two HF beams, poles ropes
and co-ax, plus three batteries including a
monster 220 ampere-hour. The hoped-for
generator failed to appear, which led to a
series of problems later. A meal at the
Chinese restaurant finished off the day. Up
early, the bus arrived and was loaded at
9G1RQ's QTH. We left for Busua Beach
and the ISLAND! Four hours later we
arrived at Busua and there, 1000 yards
offshore, was Abokwa Island complete with
its two palm trees. The Busua Beach Resort
is a holiday complex consisting of a large
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and, at the same time, unload the baggage
onto the shore. I was told to go over the
higher side of the boat from my position
near the stem. I was thigh-deep in water and
barefoot on the rocks. The surf swung the
boat and, as I hung on to the side, I was
swept under water. My lifejacket kept me
afloat but the camera was under water; the
end of our slide picture facility. With the
help of one of the crew I made my way
ashore; the 15 yards took me some 20
minutes. My left foot was bright red and
throbbing, like in a Tom and Jerry cartoon. I
had unknowingly stepped on a sea urchin
and the poison is really potent. Guardian
Angel Les administered first aid and I sat on
a rock recovering. The unloading was
completed and Fred was pouring seawater
out of his FT-900! The boatmen wanted me
to return to the mainland. Les reckoned
nothing was broken, so the response from
me is that, having got here, I am b*****
well staying! Work got underway, the tents
were erected, stores sorted out and antennas
put together ready for erection. in an
amazingly short time the place actually
looked like an amateur radio station.
The 3-ele TA-35 was up and one station got
on the air while work continued on the A4S
and R5 antennas. The second station was
installed and we were underway in a couple
of hours. Tidying up continued, the two
locals who were staying with us on the
island for security were a great help and
soon everything was in place for our 5-day
stay. The pile-ups were satisfactorily large
and we soon had both SSB and CW running
together. There was time to relax and take
stock of the island! The part where we had
located the stations was fairly flat, covered
with a fleshy vine-type ground cover and
some 15 by 50 yards. The rest of the island,
from which we were divided at high tide,
consisted of a large rocky outcrop sheltering
a grove of saplings. The island then tapered
rapidly away into a series of tidal-covered
rocks, overall length being about 100 yards.
The island, originally longer, had been

number of two-bedroom bungalows with
kitchen, restaurant, small pool and patio
areas facing on to a superb mile-long beach,
the only other inhabitants living in the
fishing village of Busua.
The first task was to locate the local chief
and obtain his permission to visit the island
and then to employ one of the fishermen to
transport us to and from the island on a daily
basis. The local boats are large dug-out tree
trunks, some 30ft long with added sideboards to maximise their free-board. A boat
was found, and a deal negotiated for the
whole period we were on the island. Being
without a generator, we hired one from the
village ready for the next day. But more of
that later.
Getting ashore!

APRIL 1st - start of operation day. We were
up early ready for the boat to come from the
village along the beach. 0930 the boat
arrived. Our gang of loaders carried all our
baggage, poles, antennas and water down to
the beach and the boatmen stored all the
load aboard (the sight of a 100 Ah battery
being carried on the head of a fisherman was
quite something). All aboard and the 30ft
boat was eased into the surf, the outboard
started and the last stage of our journey
commenced. Leaving the soft sandy beach
behind we headed for the island. Having
been told that the landing area would also be
sandy I was busy taking pictures of our
approach. As we got closer doubts started to
creep in. No sand; just a lot of sharp rocks,
large and small. The boat captain gently
brought the boat into the only sheltered
landing area. The sea was, as always,
unpredictable, a large wave rushed in, the
boat struck a large rock and rolled over to an
angle of 60 degrees.
Fred G4BWP had just called to Les
G4CWD to "hold on" as the boat struck.
Fred left the boat like a projectile, luckily
missing all the rocks, and emerged from the
sea like Neptune. Water had flooded in as
the crew desperately tried to right the boat
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same frequency to tell him that we were all
OK and had landed on the island. The QRM
was unbelievable. I did manage to
understand that he had copied the news and
would call my XYL. I had already
threatened to QRT due to the callers and,
after completing with G4YVV, I announced
that I was closing down and would be back
later. From the comments I heard, the vast
majority of stations were in complete
agreement with my actions. It's a hobby, not
World War III!

eroded by storms which had removed the
hoped-for sandy landing area. It was at this
point that the power problems surfaced. The
generator just would not start and, as we had
arranged for a morning and an evening boat
visit, we decided to try and replace the
generator. The second one arrived the next
morning; it would run for about half an hour
before overheating! The 110 Ah battery
showed 6V after being charged for two days
prior to leaving Accra so was useless.
Power Crisis

Weather Matters

By Tuesday we were in a serious power
shortage situation. Fortunately, we located a
source of charged batteries in a nearby town
and, for £3 a day, were able to hire two 110
Ah batteries which just about kept us going.
Our operating schedule was a start at 0430
for VK/ZL and the US West Coast; these
faded out at 0630, back to mainly Europe
with the occasional W and JA. At about
2000 the JAs would appear on 20m for
about 2 hours. Operating "split" and "by
numbers" helped us cope with the large
number of callers and the usual problem of
people calling continuously that we all know
so well. One thing we did notice was the
habit of US stations to give name and state,
which we really did not require in our
situation. If only operators would realise
that when one station's callsign is required,
other callers just cause QRM, forcing
repeats to confirm the call of the station
actually being work, and thereby wasting
everyone's time.

The weather was very hot, over 85 degrees
F. We fixed an awning between the two
palm trees to help provide some shade. Most
evenings we could see lightning in the
distance. Monday night gave us a real taste
of a storm, some 5 hours of lightning,
mostly directly overhead. The rain came and
we had to close down, as we couldn't hear
anybody due to the noise of the rain on the
tent. Each evening at about 2000 Les and I
would sit outside with a bottle of beer in one
hand and a dram in the other, looking out
over the sea in the cool of the evening, a
great way to relax. The QSO score rose
steadily. Fred having left on Sunday evening
for XT-land, we concentrated on SSB for
the rest of the stay. The 12-hour nights were,
as always, something of a trial, the tents hot
after the sun of the day. Most nights and
days we had a breeze off the sea which
made life more comfortable, particularly in
the early morning when I had my breakfast
of digestive biscuits, cheese, oat bar and
water! We had arranged for the hotel to send
out food on the morning boat and the rice,
chicken and pineapple kept us going.
G4FKH kindly provided a propagation
forecast and comparing this with the log did
show a good correlation with the actual
stations worked on the VK/ZL and W6/7
paths. In fact, we worked over four times as
many VK/ZL stations as on the previous
TROA/P expedition.

QRM

Whilst on the subject of QRM, let me give
two particular examples I found particularly
annoying. I was told that Roger G3KMA
was on frequency with our new IOTA
number, so I gave a specific frequency and
called Roger by his full call. I could not
copy Roger due to other stations calling on
the frequency I had specified. After several
tries I finally copied the number AF-084, in
spite of the continual QRM. I immediately
called my home link station G4YVV on the
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IOTA DXpedition to Wasini Is. AF-067

CDXC DXpedition to St.Tudwal's Islands EU-106

St.Tudwal's Island West lies about 2 miles from Abersoch.
The ops. room: Phil G3SWH and Jim G3RTE.

A great take-off!

Paul GOWAT and Andrew GOHSD with just some of the gear at the bottom of the hill
(out of shot: generator, operating tent etc.)

FW/G3TXF DXpedition

The inserts show Roger FW/G3SXW and Nigel FW/G3TXF in the Wallis Island shack
and one of the two HF beams on 6 metre scaffold poles at the Hotel Albatros.

The crew: Martin G3ZAY, Ray N6VR and Norm N6JV.

IOTA DXpedition to White Rock NA-187

White Rock is located off the California coast. It is about 600 metres
from the nearest land.

There was a six foot swell and the equipment had to be passed
by hand in the rough waves.
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